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Cruise Schooner Ma^ie Sinks At Mo°rings

RIGHT TO CHOOSE OWN LEADERS

AND BARGAIN WITH MANAGEMENT
Atlantic Fishermen’s Union mem t.nue to operate and hardships
bers .i the Birdseye fillet plant in ■si'uld not be visited upon members
Ho klan.l are discussing serious! bv lack of work and income
the possibilities of demanding that
Suggests Year Trial
imio.. heads boa to their demands
Touching on the troi.b’es result- ■
>f a f ill charter fc the Port '•f
hr. from tieups of the trawlers
Rockland. They also seek the right
Surge and Storm in the discussions
to
i t! ea a-’ti off—rs a. 1
over the merits of the v.a;e plan so
leaderi entirely and without intercalled, and the share plan for fish
• .e ironi
:r.»in Boston.
ermen. which has been in use fo" ■
Petition Be>ng Passed
years, he made a suggestion.
It is known that a petition is in
The suggestion was take twu >
.r.ulatio.i .n tin- plant, which em bouts ol identical capacities and I
ploys approximately 150 men and equ.pnient, with masters and crews
women, to this end. And if no: of equal ab.l.ties and operate them I
with the desired result, the possi for o . - full year; one on one plan
bility of affiliation with a union at.d oi.e on the other. At the end :
which will ,'ive them that right.
of the ear. study the earnings of
Want To Make Own Decisions
cr '< mi wages a ainst shares and
A rn.on spokesman .-aid Thurs study shipowners and company |
day 'hat it is ihe desire of many benefits and crew benefits, from i
members lhat they have tiie power both plans Then, reach a decision |
The cruise schooner Maggie, lied up in winter quarters in l.ermond's Cove at Snow Marine Basin, sank
to make their own decisions lo as to how Rockland’s fleet shall op- i at her moorings about 1.45 p. m. Friday. A former Chesapeake Bav coastwLse schooner, she was put into
cally and not be directed by Boston erate.
cruise service in 19'X by Yankee Schooner Cruises. Inc. of Boston and has been captained by Capt. Dayton
The American Leg.un llruni and Bugle Corps chose their new ol lit ers lor 1954 at a meeting held
He commented that it was the! Newton of Saugus. Mass, t till footer, she had accommodations for apporximatelv 30 guests aboard. Ber
Wednesday night at the legion Home. Sealed from left Io righl thrv are. Secretary Joseph Cormier. Trea We leel, the spokesman said, that
tram Snow, owner of the basin where the craft, which is some 10 years old, was stored, said that possibly
surer Charles Fullerton, Equipment Officer Carl Young; Frank Bridges. Jr., re-elected a President! and we are better qualified to handle only way to reach a satisfactory ' I power line feeding electric bilge pumps aboard had snapped as the vessel shifted on her moorings; or,
Vice President Charles Leland. Other officers not ini hided in the picture are: Norman Hammond as drum our own problems than they.
and permanent decision
tlial a leak had developed which the pumps could not rare for. Upright one moment, she rolled to one side
Instructor. RollerI Grant, bugle Instructor Frank Bridges, Jr, is musical director. All were re-eleited
Apparently, tieups of the fleet
>nd then settled, coming upright as she struck bottom with just the masts showing above water as pictured
Credit Short For Some
Plans were talked over for an annual banquet, to which all 1933 members would be incited, together witli and individual boats, with the re
Photo by Cullen
He
pointed
out
too
that; tbeve.
their families.
Photo b> Jura
sultin'- loss of work in the plant, ! lay oils due to hasty tieups. hurt
has ired workers In the past year ! workers from the credit angle He ’ Thomaston Officer
Hospital Auxiliary ures, old buttons and plenty of
The thinking of the workers : cited instances where workers, regThomaston School Earl Porter
Curtis Payson
guessing games
seems to bt that if Rockland had ularlv extended credit for groceries. Listed As Dead
Expresses Thanks,
Hostesses for the tea were: Miss
Withdraws From
Board Sets Date
Seeks Re-election
its own charter, leaders could ap- ' were cut off within a week after
Receives Members j Charlotte Buffum and Mrs Helen
proacli management w ith greater i work .stopped
He observed that By Air Force
Legislative Rcce
On Query Returns
As County Attorney ease and talk the situation over in | mer hants might study the indiPackard, co-hostesses. Mrs. Robert
And
Plans
Fair
manner
beneficial
to
both.
Hudson. Mrs. Russell Bartlett.
,
vidtial
cases
more
closely
before
Deputy Sheriff Earl B Porter of
The Thomaston Schoo'. Commit
Mrs
Herman Weisman, Mrs
Keep People At Work
i
withholding
credit
too
promptly,
in
Rockland,
who
announced
his
can

The
monthly
meeting
of
the
tee has voted to set Jan. 16 as the
Joseph Emery, Mrs George Avery,
Meanwhile, the spokesman said.. cases where there is a work stopdidacy for the Repub.ican nomi
Knox Hospital Auxiliary was held Mrs. Ralph Wiggin. Mrs Robert
deadline for ihe return of the Pa
the plant at.d the boats would con- I pace
nation for legislature from Rockrent Opinion Questionnaires for
at the Bok Nurses Home on Tues- 1 Burns. Mrs. Howe Glover. Mrs. J.
imd a. few days ago, state-1 Friday
tabulating purposes. Inasmuch as
day with 65 members and 18 guests ! Albert Jameson, Miss Mabie Snow.
that he had withdrawn from ’he ’
only a third of the booklets have
FISH UNION REPORTED ASKING
from Thomaston.
Mrs
Fred Miss Anne Carini. Mrs. David
race.
been returned, it is hoped that
Hodgkins. Mrs. Donald Haskell.
Mr Porter said that his with
Harden Jr., co-chairman reported
GUARANTEED 40 HOUR WEEK IN
there will be a flood of pamphlets
Mrs Francis Pearson, Mrs. Ruth
drawal from the political conteit
$638 00 netted from the New Rockwell. Mis Charlotte Gray.
recieved before the deadline
was occasioned by illness In the
ROCKLAND
PLANT
OF
BIRDSEYE
; Year's bail The resignation of Mrs.
This survey gives parents an op family and that he wished to
The ambitious man considers an
portunity to express themselves In thank those persona who had
Carl Jensen as chairman of the
It is understood that the Atlan
Gloucester recently negotiated a
regard to the school system in such plegded him their support in his
Lobby Shop' was regretfuKv ae- obstacle an invitation to take off
tic Fishermans Union has made de plan whereby workers were guaran
.
1 cep ted This resignation is made his coat and get busy.
a way to help guide the school de campaign
mands. in renegotiation of latyor teed a 24 hour week during the
partment in its efforts to improve
necessary
by
her
position
as
EngI
contracts
with
General
Foods
winter
months
The
summer
months
He has served the pas: five y a.-s
lsh teacher in Rockland High FAVORITE POEM
the educational program. How as deputy sheriff aiid turnkey aBirdseye Division for a guaranteed take care ol themselves in an abunSchool.
ever. the value ol such a study de the county Jail In Rockland, and
40 hour week in the Rockland fillet dance of work
If I had my life to live
Many thanks go to those who would have made a rule to
pends on the wholehearted par s also probation office; for Knox
plant.
It is doubted that the company
have so generously contributed ar- ' somf poetry and listen to
ticipation of all concerned
Preliminary discussions were hc.o views the demands with pleasure—
County.
tides for "Our 1/ibby Shop." Will music at least once a week. The
Replies already received Indi
in Boston Wednesday and Thurs or that the union hopes to get the
loss of these tastes Is a lost of
;nose who give the homemade happiness —Charles Darwin
cate a sincere interest in school
day. at which time union represen 40 hour guarantee, as asked.
Strout
Appointed
candy please mark the price for
problem.- and contain many worth
tatives made known their plans for
Company officials some time ago
Whatever the Weather May Be
which they wish it to be sold Mrs.
while comments—both pro and To Third Term As
a new contract.
pointed out that the wage plan for
"Whatever the weather may be."
John
McLoon
presented
the
fol

con.
Company and union officials were paying trawler crews was designed
says he—
lowing new members: Mis Carrie
It is earnestly desired to have Court Recorder
Whatever the weather may be,
to alleviate in great part the work
in Boston from Rockland.
Capt. Tauno O. Brooks
(urti
yours among those to be tabulated
The 40 hour week, so called, is a shortage's in winter locally. With
• Niohois. Mrs Lewis Johnson, Miss, It'i plaae, if ye will, an’ I'll say me
say—
Alfred E Strout. recorder of ihe
The Air Force on Thursday list F.orenee Gardner Mrs. Anna Dill-1
Countv Attorney Curtis M. Pay- plan under which a worker is guar- boats crews on wages, the fish firms
following the deadline
ftcrk’.and Municipa. Court since sou of Union, who maintains 'aw anteed 40 hours pay in any week could call in a boat, or boats, to ed as dead Captain Tauno O. ingham. M:ss Katherine Crane. Supposin’ today was the winterest
Lewis B Webber.
day.
1916. was re-appointed for a th i .
Miss Nora Seaver. Mrs. H H. Wud the weather be changing be
Superintendent
offices In both Union and Rock in which he is called for work, re keep plants ir. operation through Brooks. 31. of Thomaston who has
Reilly.
four-year term by Govcino: Bur
cause ye cried.
gardless of the briefness of the out a week On the other hand, they been missing in action since Aug 7, I
ton M. Cross on Wednesday Tic land. announced his can udacy for
Mi-s Anne Carini reported 64 Or the snow be grass were ye cruciRead The Couner-Orzettc
Iftsitate
to
ask
share
boats
to
come
hours
for
which
his
services
are
fled?
1962.
nomination nad been posted a re-election Thursday afternoon
towels completed Last month and
actually needed.
in short of a normal fishing period,
Tiie best is to make yer own sum
Mr
Payson
h
's
served
one
full
Capt.
Brooks
failed
to
return
week eaillcr ?nd was confirmed by
the Tonian Circle finished several
mer." says he—
Boston fisheries have been under or with artly empty holds, as this
from his third combat mission over I baby jackets and hot water bottle Whatever the weather mav be."
;he Executive Council withcu term in the position and is cur-,
AS SEEN ON T. V.
would
reflect
a
hardship
on
crews.
this
plan
for
some
time.
r'l. ly hallway through a second.
says he—
Korea in which he was navigator covers for us Mrs. Dana Newmar.
question or. Wednesday.
Negotiations are expected to be
Boston fisheries are not prosper‘Whatever the weather may bet
aboard a B-26 bomber used as a of the Ways and Means committee
Mr. Strout was first appointed He commented Thursday that if
Better Homes Inc.
ing. Some are moving out of the resumed next week at Boston—and
control ship for a flight over Korea. | announced that a County Fair "Whatever the weather may be."
' by Governor Horace Hildre'h in he is elected for a third term, th.~*
BANGOR, MAINE
;»ssibly in Rockland.
says he—
will be hi' las* as he will then de once busy port.
1
1946.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. I would be held May 10 and 11 at
RUSCO DOORS - WINDOWS
"Whatever the weather may be.
Michael F Brooks of Beechwood the Univer«alist Church She re It's the songs ye sing, an’ the
A second appointment is due this vote his time to private practice.
MODERNFOLD DOORS
sentence for failing to provide street in Thomaston and graduated quests that people please slip their
Nominatio: papers which will
I year In the Rockland Municipal
smiles ye wear.
Municipal Court
permit
his
name
being
placed
on
necessary lood and shelter for a from Thomaston High School in plants now and start them for the That's a-makln* the sun shine
Court as Judge Zelma M Dwinil
Ben J. Dowling
everywhere;
Raymond
Dennison
of St. deg owned by him. Deputy Snerlff June of 1949.
flower table There will be cooked
of Camden completes a quar' r the ballot of the Republican par’y
An' the world of gloom is a world
Supervisor
in the Junior primaries are now George received a three mouths' Elmer Fu.ton made the latter
food
white
elephant*,
apro-s.
century
ou
the
bench.
Recorder
His
military
services
dates
from
of glee.
Ml HOLMES ST.
jail sentence in Municipal Court complaint
Strout has been prominently men in circulation.
the outbreak of World War II. He dolls and doll clothes, a new shoe Wid the bird in the bush, an’ the
ROCKLAND
TEL. 131J-W
bud in ;he tree.
Thursday as a resui* of violating
Call For Free Estimate
tioned as the possible au'cer-or
served as a second lieutenant and booth, handkerchief mart, grethe fruit on the stim o’ t,he
3-5
his mobation.
to Judge Dwinal when his te m Vermont Woolen
Merrill Announces navigating officer with tht 12th Air ceries. State gifts, antique treas- \n bough.
” says he.
expires in October.
Force in Corsica and Sardenia. for
Dennison was found guilty oti
Whatever the weather mav be"
____________
says he—
Oct. 9. of neglect of his six minor For Post Of Knox
: a total of 63 combat missions,
Expert Managing
Good times is that period in
"Whatever the weather may be!"
i He was awarded the Distinchildren, at which time he wts
i which people contact the debts Warren Mill
"Whatever the weather mav be.”
given the three months' sentence, County Treasurer
i guished Flying Cross and the Pur
says he—
' that worry them in bad times
Blaine P Merrill, 44 former ple Heart and was discharged at
William Allen of Hartford Vt.. a which was suspended and placed
' Whatever the weather may be.
on
probation
for
one
year
provided
,
the
close
of
the
war
with
the
rank
Ye can bring the spring, wad its
veteran of 33 years in the woolen
chairman of the Rockland School
green an' gold.
business, has been named as general that he pay $30 per week for the Board ana presently serving his of captain
GUEST MINISTER SUNDAY
An' the .trass in the grove where
support of his family.
Following separation from the Air
manager
of
the
Georges
River
JANUARY 17, 11 A M
tht snow lies cold;
He also received a 10-day jail 1 second term as a member, an Force, he studied at the University
Woolen Mill at Warren. Mr Allen
BOTTLED GAS
UNIVERSAHST CHURCHES
An' ye’U warm yer back, wid a
nounced his candidacy Friday for
of Maine, specializing in agricul
is alreadv on the Job and will soon
smiling face.
Rev. Walter E. Kelllson
county treasurer.
tural engineering, receiving his
As ye sit at yer heart, like an owld
move hia family to Thomaston, mill man. being superintendent ol
COOKS * HEATS ■ MAKES ICE
In
the
contest
for
nomination
ALL ARE WELCOME!
fireplace.
the mill of which Mr. Allen re
masters degree in 1951.
4-11 where he will live on Beechwood cently relinquished management to on the R,^bl!c,,n ticket, he w.
An’ toast the toes o’ yer soui.” says
The Air Force recalled him short
Street.
he,
be opposed by incumbent A. Ever
ly after he had entered the employ
He was with the Goodall-Sanford take up the Warren position.
•Whatever the weather may be,”
VYXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXA
ett Libby of Vinalhaven.
says
he—
Since
reopening
the
latter
part
of
of the Ferguson Tractor Company
Milk in Sanford for 18 years be
ELECTROLUX CLEANERS
Mearill. who put notninat'or.
■Whatever the weather mav
1953. following Insolvency proceed
in Detroit as a designing englneefore
taking
over
the
management
A Bonded Service Representative
be!
papers in circulation Friday, is an
will be In Rockland and vicinity and treasurership of the Hartford ings under Goldfine management, accountant with Bayside Oil Com I In 1951.
—by James Whitcomb Riley.
the
mill
has
been
directed
by
it
’
s
Mon Tues, Wed.. Jan. 11. 12. 13 Woolen Company at Hartford. Vt.,
His parents have not accepted as
pany
in
Rockland,
and
has
worked
ANOTHER
SHIPMENT
OF
TELEPHONE 163-M
near White River Junction, three former head. Lionel Jealous of
fact the ruling of the Air Force
Reginald H Russell
Thomaston, who sold out to Gold- in an executive capacity in the oil that he is dead. They feel that
years ago
4-5
business in the city fee- several
Florence Ranges
His son Robert is also a woolen fine. and who is now a part owner
many Air Force men are still held
AYYYXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX’
years.
, by the Communists, and that their
White Enamel
Oposition is proof that you are! son may be In that group
I
Dual Oven
on the right track.
the Finest in
For social items in The Courier
i
UNION STREET ESSO STATION
Oil and Gas Range
tt
Money always talks—and the Gazette. Phone 1944 City
Gas Appliances
tighter the louder.
34 UNION STREET
Only $199.95
Read The Oourier-Gazet-*
WHILE THEY LAST
MAOIC CHEF RANGES
WANTED
Now Under Management of M. E. "Whitey" Schramm
H ANGING L.AMTS
BRYANT WATER HEATER
4 Oil Lids
- AUCTION STARTS JANUARY IB
INSIDE WLNDOW BLINDS
IERVIL REFRIGERATORS
LEGION HALL - UNION
Kerosene o r Whale Oil
4 Gas Burners
All
Courses.
No Age Limit,
Specializing in
PARLOR LAMPS
RUUD WATER HEATERS
SATURDAY, JAN. 9
Now Bake With Oil Or Gas
Sqoare, oval and gold leaf pic
DAY OR EVENING
1.34 to II P. M.
ture frames, marbe lap tables,
Motor Tune-up, Ignition, Carburetor, Generator, Starter
and commodes. 1 or 2 drawer
large Drip Tray
For Details See CourierFirst Tw
See Ut Today
bedside stands, wagon seats, old
Gazette of Jan. 7
Lessons Free On
dolls, pistols, glassware, rhlna.
In event of a very severe storm
STONINGTON
paper weights, music boxes, cord
sale will be held following Wed..
ATLAS TIRES, BATTERIES and ACCESSORIES
Rockland School
type post or canopy top beds,
Jan. 13, 6.30 p. m. We are offer
Albert E. MacPhail
blanket chests, slant top desks.
FURNITURE CO.
ing a very rood player piano at
of Commerce
Farnsworth Memorial Bldg.
TEG M»
this sale.
PARKING
LUBRICATING
WASHING
"BUD" JORDAN
445 MAIN BT
TEL.
141
352
Main
SL
TeL
M0
Reckland
HARVEY
GURNET.
Auctioneer
M( MAIM ST.
1
Bread
St.
Flare
Tel.
1MS-J
BOCKLAND.
4-7
4-lt
4-lt
143-S-Xf
M

MID

WINTER
TERM
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The Sports Corner

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

By Jerry Audet
What makes a minnlng basket
ball team? This is a question which
more people should asK themselves
before becoming too critical of the
home team.
Too many of the sideline coaches
have the one thing which will be
the remedy for their team's woe By
following their suggestion Podunk
High could win the remainder of
their games and go on to the state
championship.
Now. the fact that the coach has
spent approximately 50 hours in
pre-season practice plus 10 hours a
week since the first game is some
thing which our unknown assist
ant completely forgot about in his
planning, which took Just the 32
minutes he saw the team in action
But to gel back to the facts of
the answer to the question at hand,
let us first consider the boy of
whom we are concerned.
The type of boy who must com
prise this all winning outfit must
be, first of all, one blesed with all
the natural talents connected with
the fundamentals of basketballshooting. passing and footwork
To go with these talents he must
be able to think basketball out on
the court and exhibit fight and ag
gressiveness
Next you must ask yourself a few
questions How does this boy act
off the court? Does he smoke? Does
he drink intoxicating beverages?
Does he keep late hours? Is he put
ting into use the aims of basket
ball (teamwork, responsibility, lead
ership, fellowship, etc.) off the;
court? The answers to these ques
tions could easily be the answer to
why a club Is not performing to the
best of its ability.
With these questions placed ln
front of us let us elicit in thinking
basketball by asking a few more
questions.
Does he see the value of a "pic”
a "screen?” Can he spot weakness
es in the opponent's defense when
it occurs and take advantage of it?
Does he see how his system car.
help his team to score more easily?
Ahd these are just a few of tile
many questions related to thinking
basketball on the court.
A team composed of boys de
scribed by all of these factors would
be a utopian one, but a winning
team would be one where most of
the boys would fulfill most of these
requirements.
After deliberating on these facts,
does our sideline coach still thing
that the coverage of his one point
will be the one cure for all of Ills
home team's ills.
To get personal, I think that this,
as I call him. sideline coach is
really a great contributing factor to
any American sport. It is your priv
ilege as a citizen and taxpayer to do
this in our fine democracy. You
have Just as much right, to call this
your team as anyone else has.
Most, important, it shows that
you have an Interest in backing
your team and are also occupying
a little of your leisure time with
this interest. This is one of the
more important alms of any sport,
to help you occupy some of your
spare time After all idle time can
yield no good
So. the next time you issue forth
with your words of wisdom, bear
ln mind all of the points mentioned
ln this article, and then put em
phasis on the idea that your words
are not an end in themselves but
rather ameans toward the end.
Semi-pro Basketball Due
Thursday night the first practice
of a semi-pro basketball organiza
tion, of the Rockland Rockets, was
held at the Community Building in
Rockland Although only six men
reported, a much larger roster is
expected.
Out for the first session were Bob
Teel, Don Hanscombe, Jimmy Kent.
Floyd Johnson, Alex Manzo and
Buddy Mosher. Working out with
these boys were servicemen John
Chisholm and George Alex
Candidates unable to attend but
expected to play are Beryl Leach.
Camden coach.
Mike DiRenzo.
Rockland coach, Clarence Butler
Thomaston girls coach, Bob Bailey
Don Kelsey, Fred Allen and Roger
Poulin
The next practice will be held at
t.he Community Building Sunday
afternoon at 2 o'clock for this team
which is to be sponsored by the
Rockland Recreation Department.

Editor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON

Tuesday Court Card Produced

Book Review

m-w.

'TWO TO GET READY"

EDITORIAL

IT'S A YOUNG MAN'S WORLD
Rockland and Rockport school-minded folk—committees,
teachers, pupils, parents. PT A. members and the like—are
rapidly getting acquainted with the new Superintendent ot
Schools. Bruce J Kinney, and like what they have seen.
Mr. Kinney is a natural as far as school administration
goes—progressive, alert to new ideas and taking the long view
of educational practice and construction. His record is a
confirmation of these characteristics already noted by local
school authorities. He is a young man to be charged with
the operation of a major school union with the expenditures
of large punas of money involved, but thp men directing
school systems all over thp nation are progressively ln lower
age brackets The advanced education and Intensive de
velopment of methods taught, produces younger and younger
executives and a steadily improving product of the public
schools under their direction.
It is a young man's world

A CHUCKLE A DAY KEEPS - - - ETC.
Once in a blue moon comes to our desk an Item which
makes a lasting impression and eventually finds its way into
this column when the time comes tor it to tie in with the
editorial thought of the moment
Herewith appears a poem or whatever technical name
may be given it. with little value as a contribution to the
literary storehouse of the nation, but possessed of a distinct
lowbrow appeal that tickled our risibilities

A CHILD'S THOUGHT
When I was small. I used to hear
My parents talk of a "long-felt want."
And I wondered and wondered what It could be
Was it black or white, was it slashed at the knee?
Did it have two pockets, or did it have three?
I had red felt slippers, a blue felt hat—
But a long, felt want, I didn’t have that'
How I wished I could see someone walking around .
With a long, felt want sweeping the ground.
Eloise Downs
One can see the tiny philosopher in his mind's eye.
wrinkling her forehead and probably enjoying delicious
nibbles from the Inevitable lead pencil, as she ponders this
intricate problem of that long, felt, want.
Read it through, chuckle at the third reading and then
try. if you can. to put its ridiculous solemnity out of your
mind

THE COASTAL HIGHWAY AND THE OVERALL PLAN
The appearance on the Camden road of those promising
red surveyors' flags mid-black-top. and the stakes at roadside
or far afield in several instances where change of location
will be made, prepared us for the statement by District En
gineer Adin L. Hopkins of the State Highway Department,
that tlie improved section ot Route 1 at Glen Cove would be
carried through to Hoboken Square in Rockport, connecting
with the recently installed stretch from Hoboken to Camden.
It is devoutly to be hoped that another year will see the
modern highway carried beyond Camden and thus avoid the
serious traffic bottleneck now existing.
The most feasible plan there, and one thought well of
in many quarters, is to continue straight ahead from the
present new road at Elm Street hill, overpass the several
intervening streets and join High Street at the Monument.
Tills would give Route 1 arrow-straight passage and put an
end to through-traffic disturbance of the beautiful town of
Cainden. There are objections to the plan as is found in any
drastic change.
Rockland can be vastly benefit ted by her proposed plan,
still vigorously alive, to carry Route l from Camden Street
well above Maverick Squarp straight across to Thomaston,
midway between Broadway and Old County Road Not only
would the Union Street route, with its right angle corners
almost unnegotiable for heavy trucks, be eliminated, but a
great amount of present day swamp and wasteland would be
made valuable overnight, and the city be allowed to spread
normally without being hampered midway by a highly dan
gerous stream of through traffic.

This major construction of Route 1 in connection with
the considerable stretches already built on both sides of
Roekiand. gives great encouragement to those forces working
hard for 8 completed modern highway from Portland to Ban
gor, via Rockland, before the new Augusta Super-Highway
has done this coastal empire irreparable damage by deflecting
a great proportion of our normal summer visitors and depres
sing our industrial transport potential
This newspaper and the powerful Chamber of Commerce
of Rockland started the ball rolling, and the Chamber is doing
a masterly Job of organizing the whole great coastal area
into s machine seeking immediate completion of this vitally
essential modern highway The ideal would be four-lane
safety type construction, but shortness of time compels
acceptance of the type of road now being installed, which is
a vast improvement over the old narrow, twisting Route 1
The appointment of the new full-time head of the High
way Commission, and tlie known sympathy of Governor Cross
with the coastal development, makes the time seem op
portune for a great co-operative effort for betterment of this
access road from East and West, which is essential to the de
velopment of this area of Maine.
The setting of ’he policy on whieh highways shall he
built, and when, rests with the top echelon of State and
Federal authorities, m close co-operation, and a splendid
work is being done We nnist have faith that the emergency
situation existing in the whole coastal area will be properly
recognized, and every consideration shown. Tlie organizing
of tlie whole area Is essential to properly presenting to the
authorities the gravity of our plight
In the person of Adin L. Hopkins. District Engineer of
the State Highway Commission, this area has a first friend
In the nature of things Mr. Hopkins carries out the will of
the Commission, but he secs to it that every dollar in this
district is wisely spent and works constantly for the best
interests of the State and his district.
As a result the highway program Is held in high favor in
this area and in the critical situation of today we may well
feel we have a friend at Court, honest and eminently fair.

Fnoios by Cullen
Hotly contested court battles Tuesdav brought together the teams of
Rockland and Deering, above, and Camden and Rockport, right. Tiger
and Deering players let the ball go wild white they struggle in a huddle.
Camden and Rockport courtmen “freeze” below the net as Rockport
swishes one through in the hot battle. Both contests were close all the
way and produced top court thrills for the cash customers.

Milton Beverage
Of Bangor
Enters Politics
Milton A. Beverage, Bangor at
torney, North Haven and son of
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon S. Beverage,
is doing very well ln his chosen
field of law and has decided to try
his hand at jjolltics.
A Bangor Dally newspaper has
this to sav on the subject:
Milton A. Beverage, Bangor at
torney and former Judge of the

I Brewer municipal court, announces
that he will be a candidate for the
office of Penobscot County judge
of probate in the Republican pri
maries next June.
He will oppose Judge Louis C.
Steams. 3d. of Hampden, who was
appointed by Governor Cross as
probate court Judge to fill the va
cancy caused by the elevation of
the former incumbent to tlie Su
perior Court
Beverage has always beer, a
resident of Maine and was born
April 10. 1918. He was graduated

ROCKLAND JUNIOR HIGH NOTES
The literature class tn Room 8
has completed the study of "The
Highwayman" by Alfred Noyes.
Members of the class handed in
drawings of the characters in the
poem. An exceEent one of the
highwayman and his horse was
done by Richard Ridgewell; one of
Bess, the landlord’s daughter, by
Barbara Day; and one of Tim,
the 'cstler.. by Richard Mitchell.
l.arille Sewall, Grade VIII. has
charge of the attendance slips for
this month.
Edward Miller. Room 9. has re
turned from a two-weeks’ sojourn
at Miami Beach. During the Eng
lish class period on Monday, he
outlined for his classmates, the
highlights of his enjoyable trip.
Janet Ripley, Room 8, has re
ceived a perfect score on every
spelling paper passed in since the
beginning of school in September
Junior High held a very profit
able candy sale on Wednesday.
Customers came from Senior High.
Junior High, and the McLain
School to buy the delicious fudge
Tho;e m charge of the booth were
Louise West, Jacquelyn Kaler and
Joann Hudson
A hook company in Boston sent
lo our school a desk calendar. For
the month of November Ls a pic
ture of the birthplace of Edna St.

Vincent Millav in Rockland.
Barbara Day is decorating the
blackboard in Room 8 with an at
tractive winter scene.
Under the supervision of Miss
Riley, art instructor, the art class
on Monday completed basketball
drawings In tempera. Miss Riley
complimented Janice Black and
Edward Moffitt on outstanding
paintings for this lesson.
Grade VIII. on Monday, had an
interesting reading lesson correla
tive with current events. The re
view of the outstanding events of
1953 was given In tlie form of a
television play. Tlie character of
“Father Time" was portrayed by
Arthur Lawrence.
Paul luink has moved from
Kock’and to Portland; Peter Clem
ons has moved to Owl's Head;
Howard Woodbury has returned to
Rockland Junior High from Wey
mouth. Mass.
Mar. Cole and Harriet I .add
have l»en appointed co-editors of
the Junior High School High-Ute
Roland Groder brought to Mr.
Johnson's Room a California pine
cone.

Among the Junior High students
visiting out of town over the week
end were Walter Leo, tn Camden;
Paul Coakley? Winchester, Mass;
Stephen Bartlett. Boston and
James Fa’.zaror.o. Belfast.

AND TRUCKS
,952

WILLYS, ACE, 2 Door, R &

1952

WILLYS, LARK, 2 Door

,950

MERCURY SEDAN, R & H

,947

WILLYS, 4 Cyl. S. W.

1939

BUICK COUPE

USED TRUCKS

from Suffolk University LawSchoo! ln Boston tn June, 1940.
with an LL.B. degree and was ad
mitted to the Maine Bar tn 1941.
He was a member of the U. S.
Army Intelligence Corps from
1941 to 1946 as a first lieutenant,
holding one of the highest effi
ciency ratings attained by mili
tary personnel during World War
13. He has been a practicing at
torney in Bangor since February,
1946
Mr Beverage served as a trial
justice in the city of Brewer dur
ing 1948 and 1949 and was the
first Judge of the Brewer munici
pal court, serving from August,
1949, to August, 1953
He Is a
member of the Penobscot CountyBar Association and the State
af Maine Bar Association
He has been a Grange member
for 18 years, was president of the
Brewer Junior Chamber of Com
merce ln 1950 member of An’-h

Temple, Order of the Mys’ic
Shrine; Penobscot County Police
campaign chairman for 1952. mem
ber of the Bangor-Brewer Lions
Club, church auditor and teacher
of high school boys at the Colummia Street Baptist Church and a
member of the Penobscot CountyFarm Bureau.
Mr. Beverage, who resides on the
Pierce Road in Brewer, is married
to lie former Ruth V Duran of
Bangor. He has been a member
of the Brewer Zoning Board of
Appeals since 1947 and Is a breedeof
registered Polled Hereford
cattle, having one ot the finest
herds in the state

Classified
brings action

Many times the actions ot young
sters hint at the worthwhile Job
they wlU be doing as iater wars
come and go. This very hint
rocked the actions of the .Lynch
family—Fanny, Mary, Ef. and
Billy—on an Iowa prairie farm In
tlie 1880’s. Rocking it did. for their
world, as written by Nicolete
Meredith Stack in "Two To Get
Ready" (the Caxton Printers. Ltd.,
Caldwell, Idaho. $3.501, was off
by itself, with their work and play
as exciting as the Interest their
active parents took in them
Could you tell that Ed might be
come a doctor? Why. when he
took to living kites, you'", find, he
flew a man kite; an amazing thing,
almost four feet high, with a circle
of rattan for head and shaped rat
tan loops for feet and hands, ex
actly matching to keep balance.
Every Joint was tacked, bound
tight with thread, and g'.ued. Red
tissue paper formed the trousers,
hands and face: blue tissue paper
the coat, and btkek for the feet.
Oui't you really see this kite?
On the farmer’s calendar there
are dates as rigid as national holi
days. May 3 was one. It was
corn-planting day. Father Lynch
drove the marker, a contrivance
looking much like a four-wheeled
6lelgh. up the field one direction,
down another. The boys followed
close, dropping four kernels ln the
moist ground at each intersection
of the lines: "One for the cutworm,
one for the crow, one to rot, and
one to grow."
The Lynch parents were as bul
letin boards tor the youngsters
"If we’ve a crop. If there's not a
prairie fire. If there's not a cy
clone. There's many an "If” to
plans in tlie history of the grow
ing up.” And mother's motto was
a common one for accomplish
ments in that era: "Now. back to
work, all ol you. and there'll be a
special treat for supper."
This true story "Two To Oct
Ready" Is one of gll-tenlng charm
like the glistening of Icicles on low
bushes seen during a moonlight
s'eighride.
Gertrude Williamson.
Mrs. Stack's sister, has drawn the
exquisite illustrations for the his
tory of the growing up. And note
please, the fine book is a Caxton
publication!
L R. F

COME GET THEM
THEY MUST BE SOLD TO MAKE ROOM FOR MORE
TRADE-INS ON NEW DODGE AND PLYMOUTH CARS
1949

DODGE 2 DOOR SEDAN, R & H...............................................................................

1949

JEEPSTER, R & H, Real Good

495.00

1948

DODGE 4 DOOR SEDAN, R & H, Dark Green ..................................................

595.00

1948

CHEVROLET CONVERT.BLE, R & H

495.00

1948

CHEVROLET CLUB COUPE, R & H, Nice One

....................................................

595.00

1948

CHEVROLET CLUB COUPE, RAH, Nice One

....................................................'

595.00

1948

PLYMOUTH SPECIAL DELUXE 4 DOOR, RAH, Real Clean One

595.00

1948

OLDSMOBILE 4 DOOR, R A H A Hyd............................................................

545.00

1948

PACKARD 120 MODEL 4 DOOR, RAH, Awful Nice ........................................

595.00

1948

PONTIAC 4 DOOR, R A H A Hyd.............................................................................

595.00

,947

BUICK SPECIAL 4 DOOR, Black.

595 00

1947

PONTIAC SEOANETTE, RAH, Special At

You Want to See This One .............
.........................................................

$600.45

545.00

,947

CHEVROLET CLUB COUPE, R A H, A Real Buy ..................................................

495.00

1947

DESOTO CUSTOM 4 DOOR, RAH, Good Car .................................................

545.00

1947

DODGE CLUB COUPE, RAH.' New Point, Engine Overhauled ...................

545.00

1946

PLYMOUTH SPECIAL DELUXE 4 DOOR, RAH, New Paint ..........................

395.00

1946

PONTIAC SEDANETTE, RAH, New Paint

445.00

1946

FORD STATION WAGON.

1946

BUICK SUPER SEDANETTE, RAH,

,953

DODGE V4

TON PICK-UP, Heater and Defroster, Only5000 Miles

1195.00

1953

DODGE %

TON PICK-UP, Heater and Defroster, LikeNew .....................

1295.00

1950

FORD >/j TON PICK-UP, New Paint........................................................................

......................................................

A Real Good One

1949

CHEVROLET% TON PICK-UP, HAD,

1949

FORD V/2

...............................................

495.00

Fancy Car .............................................

495.00

New Paint ........................................

TON LONG WHEEL BASE. Real Good One

695.00

595.00

.......................

495.00

FORD, PICK-UP

FORD, % TON PICK-UP

,948

CHEVROLET Vi TON PICK-UP, HAD

................................................................

495.00

1948

DODGE, PANEL

1948

MACK 2 TON SHORT WHEEL BASE, 2 Speed Axle ......................................

395.00

1948

CHEVROLET C. & C.

RANGE - FUEL

1948

INTERNATIONAL PICK UP

MARITIME Oil CO.

1946

INTERNATIONAL Vt TON PICK-UP

1946

INTERNATIONAL % TON PICK-UP

56- tf

TROUBLE-FREE MOTORING
STARTS AT THE FILLING STATION of

WE WILL BUY

ROLAND A. GENTHNER

GOOD CLEAN USED CARS

SERVICE STATION - - - GARAOE

MILLER’S
GARAGE
OeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
26-31 RAKKIN 8T ,
ROCKLAND

26 NEW CONTY RD.

ROCKLAND

I

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

1948

WILLYS, JEEP

1947

WILLYS, JEEP

1946

WILLYS, JEEP

1946

WKIYS, JEEP

TEL. 700

AT BARGAIN PRICES

Terms to Suit Your Purse

Dodge and Plymouth Sales and Service
OPEN SEVEN DAYS AND NIGHTS 7 A. M. to 8 P. M.

PARK STREET MOTORS .Inc.
68 PARK STREET

S-S-tf

ALSO 60 LATE MODEL USED CARS AND TRUCKS

Bank Financing

USED JEEPS

ROCKLAND, MAINE
«-n

a

i

1949

TFR 1«1

K

Tlie really smart man remem
bers only enough about a failure to
eliminate Its mistakes

1950

CALSO

t

Harold C. Ralph
TEL. 25321 and 25322

WALDOBORO, MAINE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Rockland Rifle and Pistol Club Elects

TALK OF THE TOWN
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SOUTH SCHOOL NOTES

Calvin Beal has moved to

boro
The class had a Christmas part;
Dec 18
Ronald Hill read the
Christmas Story
The following
had parts in a Christmas quiz:
David Barstow. Audrey Goff, John
Koster, Kendall Merriam, Carlene
Tolman. Gloria Fields, and loan*
Gagne Christmas Carols were sung.
Records were brought by Lois
Duman, David Barstow, and Cyn,hia Colony John Koster brought
his record player. David Barstow
and Kendall Merriam made and
frosted a cake for the party. Ron
ald smith brought decorated
cookies

Grade 1—Mrs. Parsons
this past month
The Allen twins, Karen and Ker
We had a Christmas party on
Coming Events
mit. have left our class and are now Dec 18 We had a tree with a
attending McLain Schoo!
treat of candy, cookies, and popcorn
• Social sad community events
We have all enjoyed seeing the at that time
k/e solicited for this calender. AU
•re free and space here cannot be
dolls, trucks, games, and other toys
Grade 5—Mi-v. Anderson
purchased.
Strictly commercial
that Santa brought to everyone.
Before vacation we had our
affairs sales suppers dances canWe also liked having the children
lot be accepted The decision of
Christmas party and program. The
from Miss Tillock's room and Mrs.
he editor 'a final 1
program consisted of a poem.
McLellan's room come In to show Merry Christmas, written by Cheryl
Jan. 13—B.P.W. meeting, Farns
us their lovely Christmas gifts.
worth Museum
„
.
, Nickerson. Those participating In
Jan. 14— Scottish Rites Ladles’
Rosemary Lorenzo and Pattv
..
... .„ ”
„
,
,
'its recitation were Albert Gardner.
Night, Community Building.
GTay have returned to school after ... ,
_ ,
_
„ .
Jan. 14—Installation and Banquet
i Viola Taylor. Danny Post. Marybeing absent because of the mumps
Knox-Waldo Hairdressers Ass'n
of
Knox-Waldo Hairdressers
I Larrabee. Patrick Powell. Joan
Harvey Curtis and Brenda Bergreu
Assn., Thorndike Hotel.
will hold Its installation at Thorn
i Pease. Sanford Ames. Donna Smith,
Jan. 15—Reception at I.O.OF. Hall dike Hotel on Thursday, Jan. 14.
are still absent.
1 Charles Finley. Gloria Kavanaugh,
honoring Mrs. Vivian Whittier
Grade 7—Mr. Harjula
Sally
Baughman
Joined
our
group
The banquet will be at 7.30 Those
and Mrs Hazel Rollins
Sharon Johnson, Robert Oder,
On
Dec
18. this room had a play
recently she had been attending
Jan. 15 — Woman's Educational planning to attend please call
Robert Fields, and Louise Smith
entitled "A Christmas Carol."
school in Portland.
Club meets in the Farnsworth 1036-R by Tuesday. Jan 12.
Cheryl Nickerson and her little Ralph Rackllff was the chief char
Museum
Grade I—Ml* IHlock
sister. Gall, sang a song Sandra acter and the director of the play.
Jan. 18—Annual Meeting and Ban
The first meeting of the Band
quet of Maine Publicity Bureau
On Wednesday, the children Myers and Mary' Larrabee sang
Veronica Murray is a new pupil
in Portland.
Parents' Club will be held in the
brought one of their Christmas Rudolph the Red-nosed Reindeer,
in our room She moved here from
Jan. 22—Methebesec Club meets Rockland High School auditorium
toys to school. We had a toy pa- Pamela Johnson did a dance called
at Farnsworth Art Museum
Texas. She has told us about the
rade and showed our toys to the Sunny Side of the Street
Jan. 27—BP W. meetnig, Earns- Jan 13 at 7.30.
geography and the history of Texas
worth Museum.
other children in our building.
we also sang several Christmas
and of her interesting experiences
Feb. 3—Area High School Discus
Children celebrating birthdays carols and listened to Christmas
sion with Mark Shib.es and Wil Top Shooting By
there.
during December and January are: records on the phonogTaph. Reliam Bailey, Union PTA, at
This room was brightly decor
'53
Champ
Won
Charlie McClure. Arthur Rackllff, freshments consisted of sandwiches,
Thompson Memorial
ated
before Cliristmas vacation.
Ftb. 4—Methebesec Club meets at
Diane Shaw. Donna Bodman. Rich- j cookies, cake candy, soda and iceNeil Hoffses and William McKeen
Farnsworth Art Museum
For Lincoln
ard Carver, and John Gardner.
' cream.
Feb. 19—Methebesec Club meets
did the blackboard drawing and
The children are enjoying hear- , wp want to take this opportunity
with Mrs Joseph Dondis, 69
High score of 195 shot by the
Judy Harriman. Ralph Rackllff,
Beech street
ing many short stories from the to thank the mothers who furnished
1953 Outdoor State Champion de
and Janet Rackliff the wall draw
May 10-11—Hospital Auxiliary's
Grant
Golden
book.
"Cowboys
and
the
refreshments
"County Fall” Unlversalist Ves cided the shoulder to shoulder
Newly elected officers of the Rockland Rifle and Pistol Club "talk shop" after a meeting held Wednes Indians" brought by Allen Fogarty, j Mrs. Lewis Nickerson and daugh- ing. Charles Morey brought us a
match at Damariscotta, Jan. 7. be day evening at the Club range. From left to right, they are: Secretary Hon Brown, President Donald Hunttry
Christinas tree. On the tree dec
Twenty-four children in our room ters. Mrs Maurice Johnson and
tween Lincoln County Riflemen ley. Vice President Wendell Jones and Treasurer Edna Young. Other officers include Larry Mills as rifle
orating committee were Priscilla
Pvt. Barbara D. Knowlton, the and the Rockland Rifle Club mem range officer. Dana Gilmore as his assistant; Simon Hamalainen. pistol range officer, and Richard Winslow, joined the American Junior Red Mrs. Alfred Hopkins were guests.
Smith.
Judy Harriman, and Joseph
assistant. Plans were made for some shoulder to shoulder matches for bo(h groups in the future, as well as
i Those who celebrated birthdays
daughter of Mr. and Mrs David bers. There were 10 shooters for a supper to be held bv members of the pistol group and their families. Mrs. Wilma Huntley will handle Cross
Terrico Everyone helped to either
Grade
2
—
Miss
Russell
(
in
December
were
Sanford
Ames.
Knowlton. RFD 1282. Rockland, has j Damariscotta and 12 for Rockland. publicity for the group.
Photo by Jura
make drawings or to decorate the
Pearl
Miller.
from
McLain , Raymond Brann. Thomas Brannon, room.
Just completed basic training at the Five highest were scored, the totals
building enterted our room this and Albert Gardner
Women's Army
Corps Training
I® shots prone and 10 shots offever, for test tube chemistry. In
Our last spelling honor roll In
Romantic Story
George Sprawl's pet rabbit, Peter. cludes Richard Ames, Jeanice DeOenter, Fort Lee. Va. Pvt. Knowl- j hanc*time small chemical plants of Eur Training Experience week
A return match is scheduled for
Donna Mason, Carolyn Allen, and was a visitor in our room recently.
ope developed a cumbersome proton, a graduate of Rockland High
Tells of Nitrogen
Course Starts Today Carlotte Billings will celebrate their Cheryl Nickerson and Louise Mass. Marie Gardner, Nell Hoffse,
cess for "fixing" air nitrogen so that
School, who enlisted in the WAC Jan. 19 at Rockland
Judy Harriman. Robert Hunt, Regi
birthdays this month
Smith are in charge of the bulletin na Hy land. William McKeen, Doug
Rockland
it could be put Into the soil and At Camp Hinds
in November of 1953 has been trans
Sources
Grade ’—Mrs. McLellan
,X)ar<i during January. They have las Molloy. Janet Rackllff, Ralph
Pr. OH Total
i used by the plants.
ferred to Fort Sam Houston, Texas
Diane Cochran and John Fair-;
decided to have a doll fashion Rackllff, William Raye. Earlene
Fifty-six years ago Sir William
p, (S doubtful that the European
88
Pine Tree Council will hold ad100
188
for further training as a medical W. Young
100
86
186 Crookes, noted chemical scientist, production ever would have been of ; vanced training experience for Boy weather who have been in Knex show displaying the dolls received gaywar(j Priscilla Smith, Sandra
technician. Prior to entering the 1 M. Brown
100
86
186 foresaw the possibility of the end a,1y substantial commercial value. 1 Scout leaders Millard Neal, chair- Hospital have returned to achoal 1 ^or Christmas
WAC. Pvt. Knowlton was employed 1[ D. HuntleySylvester, and Ernest Wailing.
99
85
184
! man of training for Pine Tree
as a telephone operator In Rock- !jl
L . Mills
Joanne Hamalainen read a story
Grade 5_ Mrs. Duley
of life on earth. He wasn't fore It took the genius of American in
Grade 7—Mr. Coyne
98
86
184
dustry to get the big Job done. In ; Council. Boy Scouts of America, to her class
land. The WAC Training Center at jw.
| w Jones
Some of the girls in our room
casting a plague, another gTeat De
Our
class
enjoyed a Christmas
i
ftates.
with
a
meeting
at
the
Rotary
1924
some
of
our
bigger
chemical
Fort Lee is the nucleus of the '
Among the interesting things brought new dolls to show us this
928 luge, tlie develogement of the H- industries began
experimenting Tranng Center. Camp William brought to school have been Rose- ,-eek. Tilev were Virginia Myrick. party Pupils participating in the
Women's Army Corps Here all new j
bomb or bacteriological warfare. with "fixing" nitrogen. DuPont and Hinds, starting today at 1.30 p. m.
Lincoln County
mary Fitzgerald's doll from Japan, Diana Smith, Dianne Phillips, and entertainment were Barbara Bob
members of the WAC are received, i
He was merely calling attention to
bins. Elizabeth Sulides. Hazel Woos
OH
Pr.
others acquired European formulae u.d to continue to Sunday. Jan. 10 William Meehan’s Indain wigwam, Carol McKeen.
processed, interviewed, and trained ■
96
99
195 the dwindling supply of usable ni and then plowed vast resources in
Merry
The training experience will be Laurier Green’s complete mluiature
Elaine Thompson went to Boston ter. Rose Ann Small. Joan Hurfor Army life.
: w Banks
88
188 trogen in the earth's farmlands. men and money into developing ! led by Dr John L. Parsons, trnin- circus.
tubise, Dorothy Childs. Fay Billings,
100
[ during our vacation
87
Fuller
100
187 Unless a way could be found to re mass production ol "synthetic" ni , :ng chairman, of tlie Walervtlle DisDonna Grace Mason, daughter 1 Fuller
December birthdays were celegome gtrig brought play dogs to Verna Studley, Shearer Hooper,
100
87
187 plenish the nitrogen being drawn trogen fertilizer. By 1940 the fertil 'rict, who will be assisted by MiU- brated by Cathy Berry and John school. They are Gloria Keizer. Donna Poulin, Joanne Grispl, Ar
Rlttall
ol Mr. and Mrs. Everett Mason,
99
83
182 from the soil by crops, the soil grad izer business had been revolution ! ard Neal. Biddeford; C Warren
E.
Pierce
nold Brewer, Vincent Fullerton,
observed her eighth birthday
Oilbert.
Gloria O’Sullivan, and Raeleene |
ually would -become unproductive—
Victor Daniello and Donald Ott.
ized, and Sir William Crookes’ Dillaway, District Scout Executive.
Thursday with a party at her
Veronica Baughman from Port- Stockwell,
939 and wholesale starvation would face spectre of a starving civilization was Biddeford;
Duane
Trafethen, land is a new member of our class
home, 12 Prescott street after
Helpers this week are Carl Raf- After the entertainment, gifts were
the human race
; Field Scout Executive. Oakland:
schoo^ Games were played with
erased.
We have enjoyed Christmas rec- ferty, Edward Oerrish, Donald exchanged and refreshments were
BORN
The pitifully small earth deposit
One of the big new nitrogen I James Hennessy. Field Scout Exec- ords brought by Linda Richards, pornroy, Edward Erickson, Leon- served.
prizes being won by Susan Ames.
Elwell—At Knox Hospital. Jan. of usable nitrogen in Chile's nitrate
On committees for the week are:
Abbie Jane Brown and Cheryl 8. to Mr. and Mrs. Everett Elweli
plants was built at El Dorado, Ark., I itlve, Augusta; and John Vadebon- William Meehan, Cathy Berry, Jean ard LaCrolx, Carol philbrook, Robmines wouldn't fill a hollow tooth in
Vlnal. Donna received many nice of Spruce Head, a a son
by Lion Oil Company. It reaches up ' cceur, Field Scout Executive, Au- Miller. and Elane Curtis. Laurier
Lord, Joan Gherardi, Dianne refreshments, Joanne Grispi; candy
Prior—At Knox Hospital. Jan. 7. the earth's hunger for this chem into the atmosphere and pulls In . burn.
Greene brought a large Santa Claus Phillips. Gloria O'Sullivan, Gloria money' Carold Poulin; clean-up.
gifts including money. Refresh
to
Mr. and Mrs. Courtland Prior ical element which sustains all the air we breathe; it reaches down ' Pine Tree Council which serves in a sleigh made by his great aunt Keizer and Daphana Morse
Verna Studley and Gloria Penney:
ments of sandwiches, ice cream,
of Cushing, a son
plant and animal life. Chemical into south Arkansas earthen reser (he fen southern counties of the
bulletin
board. Donna Poulin and
punch and two birthday cakes
Grade 3—Miss Wallace
Daphana Morse brought a mustCreamer — At Knox Hospital.
were served. One of the cakes Jan. 7, to Mr and Mrs. Carl science was being challenged And voirs and pulls in petroleum gas. State of Maine lias training as one
The last Friday before vacation ard seed bracelet to show the class Darold Poulin. Morning exercise*
echoing in tills challenge was God's
for this week will be taken by She
was a gift of her aunt. Mrs Julia Creamer of Waldoboro, a son
Then this monstrous and Intricate of its high objectives for 1954 Mr we had a Christmas party. One of
Grade 6—Mr. Verrill
Daucette—At Augusta. Ga.. Dec. own admonition to Adam and Eve: plant, covering 600 acres, pressur Neal said that this course would
arer Hooper. Donald Yltt, Fay Bil
Emery. Invited guests were Cheryl
the boys brought a tree and other
very jjne Christmas program
29. to Capt. and Mrs. Kenneth
Vlnal. Elinor Emery. Abbie Jane Daucette, Jr., formerly of Rock “Be fruitful and multiply, and re izes, mixes and heats the gases ar.o signal the opening of extensive children brought decorations for it. a*as presented on Friday, Dec. 18, lings, Joanne Grispi.
plenish
the
earth,
and
subdue
It."
Brown. Susan Ames, Linda Stud port, a daughter—Vicky Sue
out of it comes vast quantities of training experiences for the 2.000
Grade 8—Mrs. Harjula
We had a nice vacation and are by Sandra Peterson, Ruth Ann
Mankind had multiplied all right;
ley. Sally Sylvester. Carol Ann
"fixed" nitrogen for converting in volunteer Scouters in this section glad to be back in school again. Jackson. Richard Elhngwood. and
Two new pupils have Joined our
and
had
scattered,
in
the
mlllloht
MARRIED
Aho. Linda Jean Richards. Linda
to fertilizer Lion is building a sec of the state The purpose of thia Several girls have brought their W8>1le. Johnson. Included in the class They are Jill Baughman who
Foxwell-Peterkln—At St Chrys over all the globe But mankind ond big plant. Other big plants are udvanced experience is to learn
Kay Demetri and B tty Lou Han
new Christinas Dolls. John Sawyer ,)rOgram was a trumpet solo served came from Portland, and Craig
ley. Donna's grandfather. Oscar ostom'« Church. Chicago. Jan 1. had not replenished the earth as going up throughout the South— some of the principles of "Boy- and diaries have brought In jjy Rebecca Dow and Sandra FreeSimmons who came from Round
2d Lieut. Richard W. Foxwell of they took from It.
Ames of Matinlcus was a special Camden and Miss Joan Peterkm of
Nature" and how to apply in the records to play to the class.
throughout America
man
Pond
When Crookes made his impor
guest
Also present were Mis Chicago—by Rev. Dr Cuthbert
American farmers meantime have Troops. They expect some twentyMiss Wallace brought her radio
Tlie South School boy's basketThe bulletin board committee for
tant
observation,
the
world's
popu

Pratt.
Geneva Raye, Mrs Ruth Larson
learned how to use the life-giving, five key leaders to attend the week and phonograph to school to use the week is made up of Nancy bail team defeated Camden 26-24
lation, was swiftly growing, as It
and Mrs. Julia Emery
stimulating nitrogen in every agri end session.
with our classes
DIED
Johnson, Rebecca Dow, and Kath Tlie game was played at Camden
is now; while the productivity of
Miss Wallace is reading to us leen EmeryTowle—At Portland. Jan. 2. Al the land, on the whole, was dimin cultural production job It is per
Dec. 29
Mrs. Wayne B Drinkwatcr is ien A Towle of Phillips, formerly
forming amazing feats in increased
from Heidi.
Our Christmas bulletin board was
Lunch money is being collected
spending a month's vacation with of App'.etcn. age 55 years. Burial ishing. These two related facts were production of crops and livestock "Exercise Rain
Tuesday Mr. Brown showed us a by Sandra Peterson, and candy decorated by Judy Beal, Jeanne
her husband In San Antonio, Texas, In Pine Grove Cemetery in Ap what concerned the chemical sci Man gets his nitrogen from the
entists. They forecast not a land of meat, vegetables and grains he drops" Planned By movie about the Revolutionary money is taken by Bonnie Billings. Smith. Carol Rice, and Aide Ven
where he is stationed with the Air pleton.
War and our teacher read what It
Opening exercises is in charge ezia. Ellen Delano and Nancy Metplenty, but, a land of growing food
Force She plans to return to re
CARD OF TRANKS
eats, and It keeps him alive Thus. The Army For April said to us
of
Rebecca Dow and Verna Con- ’ calf helped them make an approopen her dancing classes In Rock
I wish to extend my special scarcity
American Industry, with its free
Grade 3—Mrs. Lamb
way
pnate scene for one of our board*
land. Camden and Lincolnville thank* to Dr Allen, Dr. Soule and
Long before Crookes lived, pure dom to grow, with Its powerful inPlans for Exercise Raindrop", a
Gerry Anderson, Patrick Murray,
On the elean-up committee are
Oirls from this room practicing
Center on Jan. 18 when work will Walter Loker, the hospital staff. scientists had discovered the place
command
post
exercise
to
be
held
,
centtve inherent In our competitive,
also to the Gray Ladies and Red . ,
. ..
begin immediately on spring re Cross
and all my friends and ,of nitrogen In the s-neme of life profit system , and with Its great April 10 and 11 at Fort Devan*, Jane o,,<W€n- R-oger Moon, Eugene David Gamage, Sandra Church, and basketball are: Mildred Curtis, Bev"ly Dav15' E1,en Delano' Patrlcto
citals
Adv’lt
neighbors, who were so kind with | And, strangely enough, they had capacity for research, ts helping Mass were announced todav by 3taPles- Patrlcla Wawon- Duane Rober*
In charge of the Thursday pro-! Dugan. Carol Rice. Sandra Rogers,
gifts, cards and flowers during my found that there was more nitrogen
Headquarters Fust Army The ex- Ames. Patricia Onley, and Ann Barmankind
to
be
"fruitful
ard
multi

i ter brought some of their Christ- gram are Mary Teal, Katherine Judy Smith, and Josephine Vasso
For social Items in The Courier- illness at the Knox Hospital
on earth than any other element
ply, and replenish the earth, and erclse will be In the form of a map |' mas gift* to show the class
Sincerely.
Emery, and Leatrlce Conway
-----------------Gazette. Phone 1044. City.
tf
Tlie
air
we
breathe
is
80
per
cent
maneuver
In
which
commanders
fit
Mrs Harry Magitz
subdue It." Next week Tlie Insect
The would-be reformer is sel
j Patrick Murray has Joined our
Grade 6—Mrs. Stubbs
nitrogen, and thus in the air col
and
their
staff*
of
major
National
Hordes
A
The class has 100 per cent mem dom willing to follow the advice he
umn over each acre of land on
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
( ARI> OF TH ANKS
Guard and Army Reserve units hi class from Kingsville. Texas
Grade
4
—
Misa
Sleeper
My daughter and I wish to ex- earth there are approximately 70,bership
roll In the American is coustanly giving other*.
You can't &ave time by merely the First Army area will take part.
BCIEN3 Tractor for sale 3\ piess our sincere thanks to my .m,,.,,,, „n,]11(Ls of mt-ogen But beRayle Carver and Richard Benner Red Cross
Also,
participating
will
be
the
stopping
your
watch.
01 IUU0«en
h.p. motor with 1-V snow blade nctghbors. relatives and friends 000’H,°
Pupils having birthdays In Der-ommauders and staffs of Port have brought to class their toy
and 1-42' straight blade Can be who remembered me at Christmas 1 f°rB • he soil, or man. or animals
us1 d as small farm tractor Has time. Abo thanks to the South | ran use this air-nitrogen, It must, be
Devens, Fort Dix and Camp Kilmer, switchboards which helped to teach cember are Mildred Staples, Alice
CLAYT BITLER
less than 25 hours of use, $250. Tltomaston Lions Club. South extracted and made Into a differ
Philbrook and Alvin Chase.
That Generations
which will represent corps organiz the proper use of the telephone.
TEL. 1641.
4-6 Thomaston Service Club, and the
Wants to See YOU About
Joseph Joki demonstrated the Paul Arbo. Leona Gagne, and
ent kind of chemical tailed "fixed”
ations under First Army.
HOLLYWOOD Bee trie Vibra Kiwanis Club of Rockland, all of
to Come may
use of a Walkie Talkie, one of his David Barstow played in the Junior
nitrogen.
The
purpose
of
the
exercise
is
to
whom
made
my
Christmas
very
TELEVISION
tor reducing weight or for lame
Band at the December meeting of
The chemists found that a bolt
give commanders and staffs an op Christmas toys.
muscles for sale. TEL 1684, 10 to pleasant
Remember
Catherine Garland from the Pur the P. T. A
12 or 2 to 4 dally, except Wed T Mjs. Emma Foster. Mrs amine i of llghUnlng converted the sir nlportunity to develop and apply
For quick sale $30.
4-6
‘*
_______________________ ! trogen Into "fixed" nitrogen, and
sound principals In planning and chase Street School has joined our
' oil Burners serviced, go any
class.
in solving combat problems.
EE C
SEEB^ rain brought it down Into the
where FIX-IT SHOP. 138 Cam
Laverne Beatty is to serve aa
ground, and It renewed the soil's
There
will
be
no
actual
field
man

den St. Tel. 1091-W
4-6 0 We invite your quesj:| productivity. This occurrence was
Magazine News Flash - - euvering of the troop units repre room librarian for the next two
t)
lions about our service.
|;| not widespread enough to be of
sented. The predominate feature of I weeks.
H
WHAT is it YOU
I any consequence, but it gave them
the exercise is a map maneuver t Dianna Borgerson took a flashREADER'S DIGEST
which will highlight some of the, light picture of the girls who
a clue The Job was far too big, howRUSSELL
would like to know?
SPECIAL OFFER FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS
new elements and procedures for brought their new dolls to school.
CARD
OF
THANKS
Grade
4
—
Mias
Beckwith
conducting
modern
warfare.
Funeral Home
1-2 Price — 8 Mos. for $1.00
We wish to thank all our friends
Our class has been working hard
Ojierating as the First U. S. Army,
CARL M. STILPHEN
and relatives for ail kindness
the commanders and their staffs In earning money to buy a victrola for
shown us, during our bereavement
MAIL $1.00 or TEL. 35-W
LADY ASSISTANT
72 («6l ST
MAIMS ’HKAl AVf
Exercise Raindrop will deal with our room. So far we have had two
at
this
Christmas
time;
especially
tqa
Tl S'O
’tl ?S85
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
our neighbors. Dr Dennison and
Thomaston
dockland ' ADCKPQM
the defense of their front, after candv sales with a total proceeds
SERVICE
FRED. E. HARDEN
all at.the Davis Funeral Home.
they have been confronted with a of $20.06. It is hoped the renjalnMrs. Sidney Ames, widow, Mrs.
PHONE 701
surprise
enemy
attack,
and
the
pre

der
of
the
money
can
be
earned
j
Community
Representative — The Reader's Digest
Alice Hoffses. her sister.
4‘lt
K »< as ■»:«'>SS.'-EZ eB- 3S-: SE i
• CLAREMONT STREET
parations for counter offensive op- soon.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ROCKLAND, MAINE
We have one new member In our
irations.
1-tf
v rhonuinf a bmib mno*’
Selected personnel from the Na qjass. Dale Baughman came to our
4-It
mrot. twit diokz » iw
tional Ouard and Army Reserve school from Portland the first oait
for row liietjfPv, b»it
for Cr*rmooo.« w> rnror. We on
MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
of December.
units will take part.
MOBSSS3t3SSt3BKWSSS3tSKMWSatW»
6nd
lasting amtaroon
David Reed. Dale Baughman, and
fo/ough «ww wuk irfoutjon of Rock
Advertise In The Courier-Gazette Linda Johnson have had birthdays
FOR 71 YEARS
New 1954 Strunk Chain Saw Herel
W Agc» family monuments. Each «

A representative from the So
cial Security Administration office
in August* will be at the Rocklar.d
Post Office Building, second floor,
on Monday from 12.30-2 30 p. m.
Residents of Rockland and near
by towns who wish to file claims
for federal Old-Age and Surviv
ors Insurance or obtain informa
tion should call upon this repre
sentative at the above hours

DflVISfllNMlM

I

for a ngnrd guarantee m
gvw brnra, «r roanr dwixbnti

During All These Years We Have Furnished

Chester Brooks

MONUMENTS OF QUALITY AND VALUE
Good By Comparison

BURPEE
Funeral Home

WARREN
CAMDEN

PHONE THOMASTON 175

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Maine Office-Showroom, Thomaston

TELS. WS-424-M
119-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND. MR.

MT

Manufacturing Plant, East Union

18-8-tf

TEL 98
TEL 2151

Koox-Ltneeln-Wahla Coontles
$-8-tf

DOUBLE THE POWER AND TWICE THE CUTTINO

Priced from $229.00 up

SPEED
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

ALINA L. STARROT
Oorreapondent
Telephone 49

HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS

&IverUsemento In this column not to exceed three Unco Inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cents each for each Hne, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads’* so called, L •» advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaxette
office for handline, cost 25 cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH

No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and os boa*
keepini will he maintained for these ada
ALL MIST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gaxette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line

FOR SALE

WANTED

A SMALL pot-type parlor heat
er for sale, complete with constant
level $20. also a green enamel
Stove with gas. like new. Call
after 4; 38 Crescent St. TEL
938-R
4*6
FOR SALE
FOR the best Aluminum Com
bination Storm Doors and Screens,
and Aluminum Comb:nation Win(tows, on the market at any price, i
Cash or terms
E.T LONG. 113'
Camden St Tel. 1503
4tf I
* CHILD'S Maple Youth Bed for
sale. Spring and mattress in good i
condition. $20 Call at 91 UNION
ST., city.
_
_
4-lt
A WHITNEY Babv Carriage,
light gray, excellent condition for
sale
Price very reasonable for |
cash. Reason for selling, leaving

SALESMAN wanted, must have
high school education. Write full
particulars to R.C.C.. care The
Courier-Gazette.
4-6
USED Typewriter wanted, tc ust
for church work. State make of
machine, and price. Write REV
W S STACKHOUSE. Vinalhaven
Maine.
4-6

An advisory board meeting will
be held Monday night at 73 at the
Baptist parsonage
The regular meeting of Mystic
Rebekah Lodge will be held Monday night, with the following com
mittees in charge, refreshments,
Mrs Adelle Stanford. Mrs Mildred
Gammon. and Mrs Ledu Martin,
with Mrs Mildred White, tlie en
tertainment.
The January meeting of the
Warren PTA will be held Tuesday
night at the grade school, with
Rev. Bruce Cummings, the speak
er. Committees include Mrs Viola
Billings. Mrs. Esther Durkee, and
Mrs. Lillian Lemke, refreshments:
and Leland Overlock, the host.
"Fashion Tricks With Accesso
ries." will be the topic for the
meeting of ;he Day Group of the
Warren
Extension
Association.
Tuesday, in charge of Mrs Marion
Wyllie. clothing leader.
Dinner

HEATED

and unheated furn.
V. P STUDLEY. Tf
Tela 8060 and 1234
tf

Apts, to let.

BOB'S RESTAURANT
Fse a Pine
“FAMILY STYLE MEAL"
Or Ivan Jast a Sanok

Ul-tf

Don t gamble with fire —
the odds ore against you!

Fireproof Garage

Mr. and Mrs AUle Russel! were
Christmas dinner guests of Mr
and Mrs Otto Rodatner

The Fireproof Garage has an
i nounced the addition of John
i Stein to it's mechanical staff Man
ager Irving Blackman and Charles
Berry, owner of the firm, said
j
i Thursday that they are more than
pleased to have Mr Stein with
them
Both owner and manager com
mented that Mi Stein, being a
skilled front end and alignment
mechanic, adds considerably to the
services which the garage may offer
it's many customers.
In addition to the above men
tioned skills and experience, he is
an
exceptionally
fine general
mechanic, throughly familiar with
all makes of cars.
The employment of Mr. Stein
makes complete the mechanical
force we have sought to establish
to assure customers the best ui
service in all departments of the
automotive repair field, the Fire
proof management said
adv

days in exchange for room and || tin. Mrs. Mildred Gammon, ar.d
board. No housework Write L.l.. ,
care The Courier-Gazette.
4‘6
Lillian Lemke
Church Notices
ROOM and board wanted for el
derly lady tshut-in) must have
"Organizing
the Disorganized
warm room and telephone if pos
sible. $75 monthly
Write MRS Modern," will be the sermon topic
LULU SMITH. R.F.D., Union. Sunday morning at the Congrega
Maine.
___________________ 4*6 tional Church
Sermon topics at the Baptist
HOUSEHOLD Goods wanted.
Church Sunday will be. at 10 a. in.
lots and will pay good prices, es "The Walk of the Believer." and at
pecially for any antiques you rnay
7 p. in. "A Christian Outlook."
have I give $7 00 for old painted
The senior young people will
lift-top commodes W J. FRENCH.
3-8 meet at the Baptist vestry at 5.45
Camden. Phone 759
SECRETARY wanted.
Knox- p. m. Sunday, the subject. A
Linooln County Extension Assotia- 1 Christian Outlook ’
tion. Located on second floor of
________
Post Office building. TEL. 1111.
_
4tf

Park St

MARTIN’S POINT

VINALHAVEN
MRS EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent

Mechanical Staff

493 MAIN ST. Apt 3. over WRKD I
4*6
POOL Table and"Electric Train
for sale. Call 27-J after 4 30 p in.
4'B
DAVID HILL
PRICES slashed on all model.
Crouley and Serve! Refrigerators,
for sale.
DAE95 $340. now $297.50
SE11 $350. now $305
OAE8. $290. now $255
WOMAN wanted either daily or WALDOBORO
937C $400. now $355
part time to do housework Musi
Easy terms no down payment.
MRS RENA CROWELL
have
experience with children.
COMPTON'S.
Correspondent
3-4
32 Park St..
Rockland. Me TEL 1421-JK.
Telephone Temple 2-9261
4-6
1953 2-tone
Hardtop
Spoit
Chevrolet Convertible for sale
Mr and Mrs Bernard Benner
Make offer. Excellent condition:
left Wednesday to spend the rest
93 Park St. TEL. 1T75.
3*5
ADS WILL APPEAR IN 56
of the winter in St. Petersburg.
THREE Coal Brooder Stoves for
MAGAZINES IN JANUARY
Fla.
sale
In good condition. TEL
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot Dow ard
Rockland 167-W4
3*5
It Is Being Taught Locally
Charles Dziegielewski have re
ALL meta! tip-table with 20-inch :
At the
turned from Presque Isle.
cord wood Saw, enclosed arbor, j
complete except for motor, $25 for
Miss Elizabeth McNally has
ROCKLAND SCHOOL OF
quick sale Also have Navy Blue
returned to the New England Dea
Top Coat with button-in lining 1
COMMERCE
coness Hospital, Boston.
$79 value. $25 FRANK HAI .LO
ROCKLAND
WELL Tel. 597-R. City
3*5 245 MAIN ST.
District Supervisor of Hood A:
2-4
Sons Egg Station. Walter Boynton,
PHILCO Refrigerator for sale
In
excellent condition
TEL
is in Boston for a course in "Hu
1014-J
3*5 EXFERIENI ED MALE RETAIL man Relations” for his company.
SALES CLERK W ANTED!
ADDING Machine
for sale
Mrs. Esther Gross attended a
$9^99.99990 capacity Corona Port- ! Must be willing to accept re Home Extension meeting ln Rocksponsibility
for year round employ
able, reconditioned, only $62 50
Write
“QUALIF1CATISTATE NEWS CO
2-4 ment.
ANT." care The Courier-Gazette
ELECTRIC Stove for sale Can
EGGS & CHICKS
3tf
be seen at 6 ROCKLAND ST Price (
DOMESTIC Woman wanted to
reasonable.
2*4
BABY Chicks: We have recently
work for an old couple. HOR added 15.000 egg capacity to our
17'v-ACRE Woodlot for sale at TONS. 219 Cedar St,, City.
2-4 hatchery to help meet the great
The Bog. Rockland and Warren !
BELLBOY
wanted, must . be i increase in demand for our chicks
line.
Reasonable price.
L. E
.
A few more orders for our sex-link
FROST. 158 No. Main St. Tel. n«1' ov£ 18'
jjgj.j
2*4 p!y Ih Person. THORNDIKE HO- pullets can be accepted for last
, TEL.
151tf j of February. March and April
WHITE Sink for sale; high
CLAMS wanted. Top prices. Cockerels available anytime at 5c
apron back, complete with faucets
; White Rocks, straight run 16c
and some pipe Also 1 Kitchen SIMS' LOBSTER POUND, Spruce . No tremors in our chicks during 14
Head.
128tf
fan, large size, suitable for either
, years in business. Sold out on
home or restaurant PHONE 1104
IF you want the best auto body black bullets until Feb. 20. WILafter 6 o’clock.
2'4 and fender work, come to ROWL I MOT DOW HATCHERY, Waldo152-18
OAK Lumber for sale, sawed to ING'S GARAGE. 778 Main Street, boro Tel. 91-2.
47tf
order, also oak Spiles and wharf Rockland
material. ROBERT CARLE. Cam
IRON. Steel, Metal, Rags and
den.
1*6 Batteries wanted. MORRIS GOR- j LOST AND FOUND
ONE used Glenwood Dual Oil I DON & SON. 6 Leland St Tel.! GREY-Brown Gabardine Coal
98tf with zip-in lining and Stetson Hat
and Gas Range for sale. McLOON 123-W
HOME AND AUTO SUPPLY. 11
DONT discard your old or i with initials stamped on band,
Park St.
142tf antique furniture. Call H. JOHN j lost at Winslow-Holbrook Legion
ALUMINUM Combination Storm NEWMAN for restoring and re- i New Year's party, picked up by
Tel ] mistake for another coat and hat
Windows, for sale Eagle picher, finishing: 48 Masonic 8t
ltf was left, but of no use to me as
triple slide, self storing. Guaran 1106-M.
they don’t fit. Finder please return
teed by Oood Housekeeping. HOW
I mine to Legion Home and get his
ARD KENNISTON. 29 Gay St. Tel
TO
LET
[ own. or write me at The Courier441-J
_______ 118tf
Gazette office and tell me where
BABY Parrakeets. Full line ol
THREE-Room fur. Apt. to let, to get it, I need it. Write "MAC”
parrakeet foods
and
mineral with elec, range. TCI. 557.
4tf i care The Courier-Gazette.
2*4
health grit. GRACE'S GARDENS.
THREE-Room upstairs Aot. to !
Mrs Charles A Swift. 9 Booker
St. Thomaston Tel. 374
77tf let, newly decorated, flush, private
REAL ESTATE
entrance Call at 116 MAIN ST., j
Venetian Blind*—Window Shades Thomaston.
4*6
Rockland
All Colors and Styles
FIVE-Room Aot. with bath to
North Central: Kitchen, dining
Free installation and estimates let;
7 Limerock St.. TEL. 1098-J. room, living room, sun porch, den
Te l 939 UNITED HOME SUPPI Y
4*6 downstairs. 3 nice bedrooms and
CO.. 579 Main St,, City
ltf
FINE Room to let at 27 Elm St bath up. Good cellar, copper tub
! 3 minutes front ail the best eating ] ing throughout, circulating hoi
i places. TEL 510-W.
3tf water heat, automatic hot water
heater. Separate workshop, extra
FURN Apt. to let. first floor. large lot. This will GI.
RUBBER STAMPS I four rooms and sun porch. IVY i
Wiley's Corner
BRACKETT. 55 Broad St
Call; Kitchen, dining room, living
I after 5 p. m.
3*5 ( room, sunporch and l bedroom or.
ANY SIZE
POUR-Room Furnished Apt. to ! first floor; two bedroms and mod
[ let; 32 Beech St Adults. TEL ern bath on second Separate twoOn Order at
1328 or 426
2-4 car garage and opportunity for
guest cottage, tea room or gift
TWO-Room
Light
Housekeeping
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Apartment, furnished. $5 a week shop By appointment only
Owl's Head
MARION PODKOWA Tel. War
ren 55 days, and Warren 50-11 [ Building lot 125' frontage. 350
well. $1000
nigbta.
2-4 deep artesian Warren
THREE-Rm
furn.
Apt.
to
letj
Six Rooms and bath, small barn
MISCELLANEOUS
with bath. elec, stove and elec 1 Forced warm air heat, 3 acres land,
refrig.;
references. Adults; 38
Motor Tune Up, General Re
mile from school on tar road.
1-4 $6500
pair Work, Electric and Acetylene CHESTNUT ST
Welding. Tires, Tubes and Ac
SL George
FURNISHED Apts, to let. Northcessories. Regular and Premium
Seven rooms and sunporch,
end locations. Inquare 11 JAMES
Gasoline. Diesel Fuel.
ST.. In Person.
ltf large attached shed, separate gaExperienced Men On Both
—! ragt, 16 acres land extending from
UNFURNISHED
Apt
Of
three
state road to shore of George*
Repair Work and Welding.
rooms
and
bath
to
let.
two
circu
 River. $3800
ROLAND A. GENTHNER, Inc.
Rockport
28 New County Rd.
Rockland lating heaters, elec, stove. Adults
and references. Vacant Dec. 14; I Six Rooms and bath, attached
George W. Gay. Manager
43 Pacific street TEL. 1660-R shed arid garage, full cellar, extra ■
Sales and Service
! after s p m
151 tf large kt, S mile from both Cam151-tf
THREE furn Rooms to let, with den and Rockport shopping centoilet, shed, electric refrigerator, ters. Automatic heat, $5800
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?
Inq 12 Knox 8t. TEL. 1382-M
CHARLES E. BICKNELL. II,
Send five questions. $1.00. stamped
150tf |
Real Estate
envelope REV RUTH MATHIAS,
88 Summer St.
FOUR rm. second floor Apt. to Tel 1647
advisor. 827 Broadway, Everett,
Rockland. Maine
Mass Full page reading enclosed let, bath, elec, easily heated, cozy,
3-5
Prompt reply.____________ 153-8-tf pleasant, ideal for retired couple
or two young people. CALL 1466
IN Friendship Village, 8 room
for appt.
128tf House for sale, central hot water
TWO furnished Rooms ^th 1 hf*tln8 Barn and garage, nearly
HUNGRY??
flush to let, 34 Fulton St. tfj an acre of land DR. RICHARD
143tf : WATERMAN______ ____ 129tf
1379-R.
Then stop in «t
BOB'S LUNOI nr

John Stein Joins

JAMES S. COUSENS
Licensed Real Estate Broker
Business Opportunities
Cottages, Late and Dwellings
TO MAVERICK BT.
TEL. 1533
35-tf

land Wednesday
Mrs Robert Palmer and children
of Ncblcboro were guests Wednes
day of her •>unt Mrs. Luella Masin.
Mrs. Xlva Achom is visiting her
son Everett in Marlboro. Mass.
There will be a stated Convacation of Medomak Chapter No 69.
RAM., Monday evening Jan. 11.
with work tn the Mark Master De
gree
At the First Baptist Church
Sunday morning the Rev Haro.d
Carpenter will have for his sub
ject “From the Unknown to the
Known"
At the Methodist Church on I
Friendship street the Rev. R'?u“ri |
Plummer wil! take for his subject
The Rea! People.”

A group of friends who have been
meeting together occasionally, gath
ered Tuesday night at the home of
Mis Lodie Hassen and organized a
club to which they gave the name
of "The Roundabouts.” A pleasant
evening was passed and a delicious
lunch served oy the hostess Mem
bers of the new club are Mrs. Mary
Lawry Mrs. Alice Townsend, Mrs
Laverne Young. Mrs Rena John
son and Mrs. Lodie Hassen.
Sgt John Wentworth. R A., who
has been spending a furlough here
with his mother, Mrs. Mary Went
worth. returned Tuesday to the
Murphy Army Hospital at Wal
tham. Mass.
Mrs Laura Skoog entertained
the Night (Tappers Tuesday night
for cards and lunch. Honors at
cards were won by Mrs. Ruth Has
kell and Mrs. Skoog. Mrs. Annette
Wolfe was special guest
Mra Bessie Ames, a former Vi
nalhaven resident, is a patient at
the Sturdy Memorial Hospital At
tleboro. Mass, and would be pleased
to hear from friends here.
Mrs. Guy Johnson was hostess to
the Nit Wits" Tuesday night at
her liome on High street. The eve
ning was happily passed with va
rious kinds of handiwork and lunch
served by the hostess added to the
pleasure of the evening.
The Night Hawks were guests
Wednesday night of Mrs Josephine
Clayter at her home on East Main
street The evening was passed with
sewing and kitting and lunch was
served by the hostess. Mrs Muriel
Osgood was special guest.
Mrs Susie
Webster, returned
Wednesday from Rockland, where
she has been a patient at Knox
Hospital.

ST. GEORGE

Mrs, Clayton Oliver and son Ira
were in Port Clyde Saturday,
where they motored with her son
Llewellyn Oliver where he took the
boat to Monhegan.
Rev. Kathleen Weed and Mra.
Elden Oook called on Mrs Clayton
Oliver Tuesday
Llewellyn Oliver has returned
to Monhegan to his teaching posi
tion after spending two weeks’ va
cation with his parents. Mr and
Mrs Clayton Oliver and his
brother Ira Oliver.
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Davis and
two sons who have spent two
weeks in North Carolina with their
daughter and son-in-law Mr. and
Mrs Stenger. have returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Burns wen
Christmas guests df his son and
family Mr. and Mrs. Roland Burns
in Belfast.
Mrs. Wardell McFarland has
gone to South Carolina io visit her
son and his wife and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Elbridge McFarland.
Albert and Maynard Condon of
Thomaston, called or. Mr and Mrs.
Clayton Oliver and family Satur
day.
Christmas dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur McFarland and
Wardell McFarland, were Mr and
Mrs. Frederick Pelker and thef
two children

A good many people slave to
keep from thinking, while others
think to keep from slaving.
Hear The Courler-Oaxetu

Missionary Society
Missionary meeting was held at
the home of Mrs. Gladys Hock,ng
Tuesday evening with Mrs. Winnifred Milne assisting hostess Mrs.
Etta Hal! read the 8cripiure mes
sage and Mrs. Ena Hawkins read
several devotional pieces. Tha: k
you notes were read from these to
whom the tMissionary Society had
sent Christmas and shut-in re
membrances.
Sonja
Skoglund
played “Standing on the Promises'
on her trombone and sang as a
vocal solo "He Keeps Me Sing
ing."
Mrs. Betty Kinney read interest
ing Information on mental health
received from Miss Dorothy Tozier
an employee of the Augusta State
Hospital.
Miss Tozier had sett
this information along with her
thank you letter for the box re
ceived at Christmas time for the
patients there.
Mrs. Kinney also gave a report
on the difficulties encountered bj
the Spanish speaking peoples liv
ing in the U S A as they try to
make a piece for themselves in ou.
social and economic svs'em
The vocal solo "Wonderful” sun:;
' by Mrs. Marion Barnes was folI lowed by Mrs. Marianne Skoglund
| at the piano, playing th? selection
| "Just As I Am." as arranged by
1 Clarence Kohiman.
Those present were: Miss Leo'u.
| Robinson, Mrs. Betty Kinney. Mr.s
! Dora Hawkins, Mrs Ena Hawkins
Mrs Ardelle Hazelton. Mrs. 1-oui’c
Ervin, Mrs. Marlon Barnes. Mist
j Joyce Barnes. Miss Sonja Skog' lund. Mis. Marianne Skoglund
Mrs. Phoebe Kersweii, Mrs Dora

0ROBATF

STATE OF MAINE
To al! persons Interested in
: eiiher of the estates; hereinafter
named:
| At a Probate Court held at Rock
land. in and for the County of
Church Notes
Knox on the fifteenth day of De
At Union Church Sunday Janu oember. in the year of our Lord
UNION
ary
10 all services will be held in ’ one thousand nine hundred and
aHJS FLORENCE CALDERWOOI
fifty-three, ard by adjournment 1
the Church vestry due to the fact from day to day from the fifteenth !
Correspondent
Telephone 10-34
that the walls of the auditorium are day of said December. The fol- j
i lowing matters liaving been pre
being redecorated.
for the action thereupon
At the weekly Church Night sented
hereinafter indicated it is hereby
Parent-Teacher Association met
meeting held Wednesday night at I ORDERED:
Wednesday evening with a small
That notice thereof be given to
the Union Church vestry, the fol
attendance. A program presented
lowing program was given under ! all person' interested, by causii’j 1
by a committee, consisting of the
' a copy of this order to be pub
winner's of essays written on "What the direction of the Board of Re lished three weeks successively lr
ligious
Education.
Singing
of
The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
I Expect Ol My Community" by
published at Rockland, in said
both High and Junior High Schoo! hymns by congregation, Prayer, Rev. Co'uity. that they may appear at
pupils.
The winners of High W S. Stackhouse. Hymn, congrega a Probate Court to be held at sa;d
Schoo! were Mildred Upham, first, tion. Piano solo, Allen Simon. Roekand on the nineteenth day
Robert Llnscott, second. Janice Hymn, congregation. Report of the j ol January. A D. 1954. at ten
: o'clock in the forenoon, ar.d be
Moody, third; of Junior High. Board of Religious Education Song, i heard thereon if they see cause.
”
1
Believe
”
and
a
dramatized
serDiane Hilt, first, and Connie
JOHN DAMON PEABODY, late
Knight second Cash prizes were monette, "The Man With the Pitch ' of New York, New York, deceased.
offered by PTA
and Woman's er", Mrs. Dorothy Sutliffe. Vocal ■ Exemplified Copy of Will and
and
Probate
there
Community Club and were pre trio. Shirley Davis. Judith Clayter I Codicii
sented by Principal Norman Mar and Sally Rae. “Vaya Con Dios." of, togehter with a petition
Hymn, congregation. Benediction, for probate of foreign Will,
riner.
asking that the copy of said
The chairmen of the March of Rev. W. 8. Stackhouse. Mrs. Ellen will and codicil may be allowed
Dimes Campaigti have- announced Conway was accompanist for the fl ed and recorded in the Probate
program. The meeting was followed Court of Knox County.
by an hour of social fellowship and
CHARLES E. LAWRENCE, late
Answer to Previous Puzzle
refreshments were served by the of Warren, deceased. Will and
Petition
for Probate thereof ask
committee.
(s'rri-'eiT's
ing that the same may be proved
Z[E?nj' iCiROiw
and allowed and that Letters Tes
d igIa'CTe:
that cards have been ma.led to the tamentary issue to Hattie N. Law
IE.
citizens of Union. Anyone who rence of Warren, she being the
executrix named therein, without
does receive a card and who would bond.
vJ'CAjv
like
to
donate
may
do
so
by
ad

zEJVlCL,
SB
JOHN A STEVENS, late of
,(LiS]EjsKc'A r4!DiOIRj“ dressing his contribution to Mrs. Rockland,
deceased. Will and PeD
I
IWiC
P| lN|slBSlT|Rju]T]B(L! I
Henry Hodgkins, Union.
lition for Probate thereof asking
that
the
will
may be proved and
The cards have not been placed
ailow’ed and that Letters Testa
in
the
schools
this
year,
therefore,
|SltlElClPLC]Rl
mentary issue to Lena E Stevens
it is urged that donors take this of Rockland, she being the execu
letefi)w
1
into consideration when making trix named therein, without bond.
i LSicX
|T|YiR,A!N,TiS
their contributions.
EDITH A. OVERLOOK late ot
Washington, deceased
Will and
Petition for Probate thereof ask
Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
ing that said will may be proved
and allowed and that Letters
'Answer ln Next Issue)
Testamentary issue to Ralph W
Farris of Portland, he being thf
T“ 4
executor named therein, with
IO
7
8
2.
5
9
1
* G
bond.
EMMA McNTCOL LANE, late of
13
12
II
Vinalhaven. deceased. Will and
Petition
for Probate thereof asking
i 1$
lb
17
IH
that said will mav be proved and
allowed and that letters Testa
W
mentary issue to George L. Burns,
20
21
21
18
19
Sr. of Dollivers Neck. Gloucester,
Mass, he being the executor
0 2b
ii
W s 25
named therein, without bond
GERTRUDE W. FEYLER. late
of Thomaston, deceased. Will and
2X, OS
27
Petition for Probate thereof ask
ing that said will may be
30
proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary issue to
S4 35
Richard W Feyler of Thom
ii
RLI J,
i
i
aston and Barbara W. Wads
worth of Camden, they being the
W 37
1
40
36
39
executors named therein, without
bond.
43 1 i
HARRIET S. FROST, late o’
w 42
44
U-l
Rockland, deoeased. Will and Pe
tition for Probate thereof asking
45
Mb 1 49
4b
47
that said will may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testa
mentary issue to William S. Silsby
53
50
51
of Ellsworth, he being the executoi named therein, with bond.
bH
55
NETTIE CROCKETT WOTTON
late of Rockland, deceased Will
and Petition for Probate thereof
asking that said will may be
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
proved and allowed and that Let
1-A shelf
45- Musical note
19-Make lace
ters Testamentary issue to Charles
5-Serpent
46- Open (Poet.)
21- Yield of a vineyard
C. Wotton of Owl’s Head, he be
11-From place to place 47- Youth
22- Knack
ing the executor named therein,
13- Signlfy
24-We nt at an easy,
49- Negative
without bond.
14- Mother
bounding gait
50- Exchangee
15- Pronoun
2B-Mountaint in South
52-Hurle
ESTATE FREDERICK L. BARK
16- Even (contr.)
America
54- Horse
ER. late of Vinalhaven. deceased
28- Part of the body
17- Pronoun
55- Affray
Petition for Administration asking
IB-Superlative suffix
29- An insect
that Joseph P. Headley of Vinal
20-Cut
31- Foraake
haven. or some other suitable per
VERTICAL
22- Assist
32- Ha If erne
son. be appointed administrator,
23- Apportion
34- Lick up
without bond.
25-End
1- Crippled
35- Retaliate
ESTATE EVA H MCDONALD
26- Part of a circle (pi.) 2- 0 b I iterates
36- Small pies
1 late of Vinalhaven, deceased. Pe27- Covered portico
3- Act
37- A beverage (pi.)
!
tition
for Administration asking
29- An insect (pi.)
3B-A fish (pi.)
4- To ridicule
i that Joseph F Headley of Vlnal30- Feign
5- Man’p name
4O-Appearing as if
i haven, or some other suitable per31- Judge
5-Change to another
gnawed
33-Web-like membrane
course
42- Moved swiftly
i son, be appointed administrator.
3B-Watch over
7-Ta vern
43- Part of the hand
' without bond.
37-Grow old
39-Rescue
41- A stupid pereon

42- Siumber

B-ltalian river
4B-Lyric poem
9-Moral science
43-Expire
10-Musical pipes
51-Diphthong
12- Composition for two 53-North latitufi

44-By

13-Profound

(abbr.)

ESTATE WILLIAM E. MAT- 1
SON. late of Warren, deceased Petition for Allowance oresented !
by Margaret Matson of Warren,
widow.

NOTICES
ESTATE JOHN t.RONARP 'at.
of South Thomainon. dec-nser
Petition asking that bond of Trur
tre be reduced to the sum of fi’
hundred dollars, piesented by W
liam Leonard of Owl's H^ad. Tr”
tee.
ESTATE MARY J. DAVIS 1'
of Thomaston, deceased. Petit!'f o License to sell certain real e
tale situated in Thom is*or. an
fully de-'cribed in said pRLion
presented by Doris Ranquist c’
South Thomaston, administratrix
ESTATE JOHN E. DAVIS la:
of Thomaston, deceased
Petltfofor License to sell certain real
tate situated ip Thomaston an
fully described in said petiti
oresented by George H Davis e
St. George, administrator.
ESTATE
CARL
NEIBOM
ate of Vinalhaven. deceased! Sec
ond and Final aocount presented
for allowance by Joseph F Head
ley. administrator.
ESTATE EUGENIA L. HYLER
late of Rockport, deceased Fire
and Final Account presented re
allowance by Theodore B. LaPolley, executor.
ESTATE
ELIZA
LEONARD
'ate of Rockland, deceased. First
and Final Account presented lo:
allowance by Christy c Adams
administrator.
ESTATE MAUD S. JOHNSON
late of Rockland, deceased. Firs
and Final Account presented fo'
allowance by Rupert L Stratton
executor.
ESTATE HARRY T. SMALL
'ate of Rockland, deceased Firs'
and Final Account presented for
al’owance by Charles W Living
ston, administrator.
ESTATE ALBERT HEATH, lat
of Hope, deceased.
First an
Final Account pre.sented for al’owance by Martha A Heath
executrix.
ESTATE ANNIE O. COILAMORE, late of Rockport, deceased
Fust and Final Aocount present,
for allowance by Vere O. Havener
executor.
ESTATE ANNIE O OOLLA'MORE of Rockport. First an--'
Flital Account presented for al
'owance by Vere O Havener
Guardian.
VIOLA K DAGGETT, late of
South G'en Falls, New York de
ceased. Exemplified Copy of wil
and Probate thereof, together with
a Petition for Probate of Foreigr
WiU. asking that the copy of said
will may be allowed, filed and re
corded in the Probate Court of
Knox County.
ESTATE MAY COTTAM, lat(
of Thomaston, deceased Petition
for License to Sell certain rea
estate situated ln Thomaston, ar.d
fully described in said oetitio-i
presented by William D. Cottam
executor.
ESTATE JOHN A FROST oi
Rockland. First and Fnal Ac
count presented for allowance by
Car! M. Stilphen, Conservator.
F3TATE ALBERT E JONES
late of Washington, deceased. Sec
ond and Final Account presented
for allowance by Burtell R Sidelinger. Trustee.
ESTATE CHARLES F. WIN
CHENBACH, late of Thomaston,
deceased. First and Fnal Ac
count presented for al'owance bv
Josephine Burns. Executrix.
ESTATE NELLIE M. PAYSON
late of Camden, deceased. Sixth
ActxJunt presented for aUowance
by Alexander R. OUlmor. Trustee
ESTATE HARRY T SMALL
late of Rockland, deceased. Peti
tion for Distribution presented
oy Charles W Livingston. Admin
istrator.
ESTATE ALBERT HARRIMAN,
'ate of Cuthlng, deceased. Petition
for Administration asking that
Irving Fa'es of Cushing, or some
other suitable person, be appointed
administrator, without bond.
ESTATE FANNIE BICKMORE
late of Thomaston, deceased. Pe
tition for Administration asking
that William J. Vinal of Thom
aston. or some other suitable per
son. be appointed administrator,
without bond.
Witness, HARRY E WILBUR.

Hitt. Miss Nannie Kinney. Mrs
Gladys Oregory. Mra. Geneva Hall.
Mrs. Etta HaU, Mrs. Lillian Brown.
Mrs. Wlnnifred Milne and Mra.
Gladys Hocking.
White Cross meeting will be Jan.
19 at the home of Mrs. Altnon
Hall

WASHINGTON
Donald Christianson, son of Mr.
and Mra. Waldo Christianson was
pleasantly surprised when his
friends met al his home Jan 1. for
a farwell party .
Piano and violin music was played
by Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Ames Re
freshments were served by Mrs.
Marion Whitmore and Shirley
Christianson was in charge of the
guest book. A purse of money was
presented him.
He left Jan. 4th for Samson Air
Base. N. Y.. for Basic training.

1/ ’

Us Van.

-JP'Oot
I OON'T CAR! IF SHE D«E> FOLLOW ,
VOU HOME

VOU CAN'T KEEP HER1!

Notices of Appointment
1 wn ’.13 R VINAl . Register
f Pr-h^’e for the Cour.’y of Knox
'u the Si ate of Maine, hereby cer
tify that in the following estates.
:he perao.u were appointed admln9" a tors, executors, guardians and
con-servators and on the dates
hereinafter named.
ERNEST L. BLAISDELL. late
of Rockland, deceased.
Novem
ber 17, 1958 Albert P. Blaisdell ol
Rockland was appoin'ed adminis
trator and qualified bv filing bond
on November 24. 1953.
HARRY A. FOGG of Appleton
November 25, 1953 Maynard M
Brown of Appleton was appointed
Conservator and qualified by fil
ing bond on same date
EFFIE M. HYHLER. late of
Warren, deceased
October 20.
1953 Donald Kenniston of Warren
was appointed executor and qua'ified bv filing bond on December 4
1953
MABEL H THORNDIKE ol
Union. December 8, 1953 Corice T
Leach of Rockland was appointed
guardian and qualified by filing
bond on same date.
ADELINE A OPP. also known
as ADDIE A. OPP. of Thoma'ton.
December 7, 1953 Marlee Y. Mi ler
of Thomaston was appoitved
Guardian and qualified by filing
bond on December 8, 1953
ARTHUR H. HUNTER., late of
Tenant’s HSrbor, deceased
O"tober 20. 1953 Berl F Pierson o'
Wollaston, Ma<s, was appointed
administrator, db.n.c.t.a. and qual
ified by filing bond on December
15. 1953 . Jerome C. Burrows of
Rockland appointed Agent in
Maine.

ALDEN P JOHNSTON, late o'
Warren, deceased
December 15.
1953 Anne E. Johnston of Warren
was appointed executrix, without
bond.
MAY COTTAM. late of Thom
aston, deceased
December 15.
1953 William D. Cottam of Need
ham. Mass, was appointed execu
tor without bond
Jerome C.
Burrows of Rockland was appoint
ed Agent In Maine.
ALBERT C. CROW1.EY. late of
Owl's Head, deceased
November
18. 1953 Carmen C. Churchill of
Auburn was appointed adminis
tratrix and qualified by filing bond
on December 15. 1953.
EDWARD A. LEIOHER late of
Washington, deceased. December
15. 1953 Howard E. Lelgher of
Washington wa* appointed execu
tor. without bond.

CHARLES F. GRIMES late of
Vinalhaven, deoeased. December
11, 1953 Edith J. Grimes of Vinal
haven and Charles T. Smalley of
Rockland were appointed execu
tors and qualified by filing bond
on December 15, 1953.
ORA M. IRISH. Ute of Rock
land. deceased.
December 15.
1953 Doris R. Ames ol Rockland
was appointed
executrix and
qualified by filing bond on De
cember 18. 1953
WALTER 8. TRIPP, Ute of
Rockland,
deceased.
December
15. 1953 Lottie W. Tripp of Rock
land was appointed executrix,
without bond.
FRANK W HOPKINS. Ute Of
Vlnalhaven. deceased. December
15, 1953 Ethel W. Hopkins of Vlnal
haven was appointed executrix,
i without bond.
ALFRED HELLER. Ute of Owl'.'
Head, deceased.
December 15.
1953 Sally A. Heller of Owl's Head
and Norman R
Hodgson of
Bloomfield, New Jersey, were ap
pointed executors and qualified bv
filing bond on December 17, 1953.
Jerome C. Burrows of Rockland
appointed Agent in Maine for
Norman R. Hodgscn.
JFNNTE L SPEED, Ute of
Roekiand. deceased
December
15, 1953 Stuart. C. Burgess of
Rockland was appointed adminis
trator and qualified bv filing bond
on same date
ERNEST E KNIGHT. Ute of
Rockland, deceased. December 15.
1953 MarU E Knight of Rockland
was appointed executrix, without
bond.

CHARLES LOVEJOY of Union.
December 22. 1968 Edwards A.
Matthews of Union was appointed
Conservator and qualified bv filing
bond on same date

BERTHA ORNE. late of Friendship
deceased
December 23. 1953 Al
fred H. Orne of Friendship was
appointed administrator and qual
Esquire. Judge of Probate for ified by filing bond on December
Knox County, Rockland. Maine.
28. 1953
Attest:
Attest:
wane R VINAL, Register
WILL® R. VINAL. Register.
l-*-7
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
| First Training Class Of ’54 Held Wednesday

Knox-Llncoln Extension Association women met Wednesday at the Farnsworth Museum to start work
Ion a project involving the making of accessories to in reuse the versatility of the average women's Herdrobe. Mrs. Elroy Gross of Waldoboro, at tiie left, demonstrates several homemade liats. while eliss Edith
Grimes of Vlanlhaven matches material and Mrs. Be -tha Annis of Simonton’s Corner handies ihe sewing
machine. Four kits containing various homemade accessories were made up under the direction of Home
Demonstration Agent Winifred Itamsdell during the meeting, to be sent out to other communities to be used
| in similar demonstrations. Style trends for 1954 were also discussed at Ihe meeting.

ALBERT ORFF HEADS BLUEBERRY

AGRICULTURAL TRADES SHOW TO

TAX ADVISORY BOARD, W. LEMAN
OXTON NAMED AS NEW MEMBER

BE HELD IN LEWISTON ARMORY

W. Leman Oxton of West Rockport Director of the Extension Service:
has been appointed to the Maine Dr. George F. Dow, Asso. Director
E’.ueberry Tax Advisory Commlt- of the Agricultural Experiment
Station; Dr. Frank Lathrop, en
te, It. was announced here today
tomologist; Dr. Frank Eggert, hor
bj President Arthur A. Hauck of
ticulturist; and R B Rhoads,
the University of Maine. Oxton
agricultural engineer.
replaces Edward Cutting of Rock
The committee—the members
land.
are
blueberry growers and procesThe advisory committee met
Wednesday at the University with ants from the blueberry producing
Extension and research officers of areas of Maine-heard retearch
the College of Agriculture In re reports on a mechanical method
viewing blueberry extension and of removing stems and clusters
research work and planning work from fresh blueberries in the canthe coming year. Oxton met with nery and or problems of pollina
tion to get a good “set.” Rhoads
the committee.
Oxton Is a blueberry grower, told of the mechanical stem and
growing about 120 acres annually, cluster remover and Eggert and
and Is active In the wood and Lathrop reported on pollination.
Associate Director Dow summar
'umbr-r bushier.-. He Is a former
bffl er of Maine B'ueberry Grow ized the remainder of the research
ers. Inc., and a former member of work which included work on irri
gation, disease and insect control.
-chco! committee. He is
World War I veteran and Is active weed control, production of good
in th? .state Masonic organization, stands and methds of pruning
Members of the committee, be- other than burning, development
id’s Ox on. are; Albert V. Orff of *mi-high and hlghbush varieof Warren. Frank T. Higgins of ties, fertilization, and processing
Mach as Osman N. Merrill of Ells and handling research.
worth Donald Gurney of Betas'
Association Director Lord dis
Charles Cnise of Kennebunk, and cussed1 the Extension work, de
George w Frye of Harrington.
scribing the work of county agents
Mr. Orff was elected chairman and the small fruits specialist
of the committee at the -ession at and the success of demonstration
the universi'y and Frank T. Hig- plots.
gans of fiachia* was re-elected
Budget problems were also con
secretary.
sider d by the committee. Income
Meeting with the committee in 1952-53 from the blueberry tax
were Dean of Agriculture Arthur to support research and Extension
L. Deering; George E. Ixird. Asso. work was the lowest since 1943-49.

Warren Graore
By Nancy Benner
Our lecturer presented a nice pro
gram Tuesday night and It was vot: d to hold Guest Officers Night on
Jan. 19. Each officer is to have
one number for the program.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Benner, Eu
gene Calderwood, Mrs. Emma Nor
wood and Miss Betty Rhoda attend
ed Kncx p^na. M M Rhoda aang
The Oarden for the program.
Seven Tree Grange
By Aubyne llawes
The first meeting of the New
Year will be held Wednesday eve
ning Jan. 13. The Third and Fourth
Degrees will be conferred upon two
candidates. The Ladles Degree team
of White Oak Grange has been in
vited to do the work. Brother John
Burna is in charge of refreshments
The last meeting was held D?>.
23 and the First and Second De
grees were conferred upon one can
didate.
Two members were received into
our Orange by reinstatement Mrs.
Clara Wyman, formerly of Hope
Grange and Olenwood Ross from
Ayer, Mass.
Following the closing of Grange,
the Lecturer provided an enjoyable
Christmas program, followed by a
lunch after which Santa passed out
gifts from the brightly decorated
tree. There were about 30 members
present.
The Christmas tree served a dual
purpose as the Juveniles met dur
ing the afternoon and they too en
joyed gifts from the tree.
Tra.eling Grange meets with Pi
oneer on Tuesday evening Jan. 12.
A Christmas greeting card was
read to the members from Brother
Joe and Sister Elaine Robbins, the
former stationed in the Canal Zone.
We hope they will soon be back
'w.tn us.as they are loyal members
of the Grange.

UNDER STATE SPONSORSHIP
t

Maine’s 13th Annual Agricultural sociatlon and of state vegetable
Trades Show operated by the Maine growers will be held on Tuesday, the
Department of Agriculture under °Penln« day of
8il0TWednesday,
pomologlsts
and
the sponsorship ol the state's lead
florists will meet, and on the third
ing farm organizations, will be held
day. the Homological Society will
in the Armory at Lewiston on Tues- hold another session and poultryday. Wednesday and Thursday, men will meet.
Jan. 19-21.
Out-of-state speakers will lnNearly 9.000 people attended lasl elude Wendell P. Davis, past preslyear's sessions, also at the Lewis- dent of the National Milk Producton Armory, for meetings of the ers' Federation, of Boston; Prof.
Maine
Dairymen’s
Association, E F Warren of Purdue University;
Maine vegetables Growers. State Dr. A W. Dimock of Oornell UniPomoligical Society, the Florists’ versity; H. A. Merrill of the U. 8.
Association, and the Maine Poultry Fsh and Wildlife Service, Boston;
Improvemenet Association.
John Chandler of the New York
The same organizations. ail and New England Apple Institute,
Trades Show sponsores with the Sterling Junction, Mass; Dr. ElisMaine Agricultural Extension Ser- worth H. Wheeler of the Unlvervice, will hold business meetings and sity of Mass., and Dr.. E. P. Singinformation sessions this year.
sen of the University of ConnectiLeading equipment and supply cut.
dealers are installing displays in
F. L. Newdick of Augusta, Deputy
the Armory’s main hall, and Commissioner of Agriculture Is
Maine orchardiets will crown their general chairman of the Trades
1954 Queen in ceremonies on the Show. The manager is Albion
Armory stage at 4 o'clock Wednes- Goodwin of Augusta from the
day afternoon.
Maine Department of Agriculture's
Meetings of the Dairymen's As- Division of Plant Industry.

Marjorie Russe'l of Acorn Orange, stalling the officers for 1964 oo
Remarks were made by Sister January 6
Gladys Davis, master of the Degree
Past Master Calvin Bragg, Sr.,
team; Sisters Lucy Young, Annie called the meeting to order. Two
Newman; also Brothers Orff, Pepl- applications for membership were
cello. Newman, Prior and Delano all read, and sister Maude E Greenlaw
freezing compartment of your re- •-----------------------------------------------of Acorn Grange.
was voted an honorary member. She
I Dear Homemaker:
Heard also were Elna Ames, mas- has belonged to the Grange for SO
The first training classes for 1954 frlgerator or in the freezer, making Pomona Orange, and Mrs Puffer
ter of Limerock Valley Pomona and years.
I were held Wednesday in Rock- sure that the chicken remains hard the latter appearing on the aftliand and Friday in Nobleboro for frozen.
ernoon program
Frank Bridges of Owl's Head The installing officer* were Mr.
| clothing leaders on the subject, { After the meat is cooked, don't
Grange. Lewis Robinson of St. and Mrs. White of the Maine state
North Haven Grange
George Grange told some of his fa- Grange.
fash on Tricks with Accessories. A neglect to keep it in the refrigerTashlon flash of 1954 style was ator then, too. Cover it carefully
Saturday evening Jan. 2, the
mous stories, on request.
I Those Installed for the year 1964
Igiven, as well as ideas for making • and again keep it in the coldest 'c--owjn8 Grangeoffers jl '[ ■
Harvest supper was served be- were: Master, Thomas Bragg; OvHavenOrange
Grangewere
wereInstalled
installed bj
[buying and wearing accesories that part of your refrigerator. If you Haven
fore the meeting with the lady of- erseer. Raymond Jackson, Sr.; Leaficers in charge. Those waiting on turer, Virginia Bragg; Steward,
| will help to expand the wardrobe have gravy or dressing left over Mrs. Carl Ames, for 1S54.
tables were: Darla Thomas, Lucln- James Thompson; Assistant Stew(This will be the first meeting for1 stcre them seperately from theI She was assisted by marshal
11954 for many groups.
chicken, and combine them only Mrs. Leola Smith; regalia b-.-arer
da Polky. Audrey Johnson, Gloria ard. Henry Hussy.
Hill and Carol Hawkins.
Chaplain, Beatrice Bragg; TreaFood leaders will attend training I when you're ready to serve them Mrs. Roy Dyer and en biem bearer.
Mrs. Florence Lawson, all of Vinal
Limerock Valley Pomona meets surer. Calvin Bragg. Sr.; Secretary,
■classes next Wednesday, in Them- together again.
St. George Grange
with St. Oeorge Saturday. Past Betty Elwell; Gatekeeper, BUI Poet.
laston at the Federated Church i Remember the meat you buy is haven Grange.
Installed were: Master. Vernon
By Henry Teague
that were handed down through
By Gladys Gregory
Master J. Herbert Gould will speak
Ceres. Ella Bragg; Pomona, VerIvestry, and Huntoon Hill Grange ne of the most expensive items in
While the brooding of broilers is the years. No one thought much
At the Jan 1 meeting of the St. on the outlook for the New Year as na Gould; Flora, Harriet Sprowl;
|Hall, Wiscasset, Jan. 14 on Meals your food budget and it deserves L. Beverage; overseer. Mrs Louis’
Staples; lecturer, Evelyn BrowLady Assistant Steward, Gloria
[for Many. Both classes will start the best care you can give it.
similar in many ways to the brood- about doubting the experienced Oeorge Orange there were 72 pre- compared with Jan. 1953.
steward, Alden Mills; assistant
Jackson; Executive Committee, Os
lng of pullet chicks, the average producer. The usual procedure was sent.
The small, lightweight chickens
jat 10.30 a. m. Food preparation,
Acorn
Grange
steward, Brian Burgess.
car Smith.
Jmeal planning and nutritional ln- are easy to use, and make a meal a
broiler grower does not fuss quite to protect the corners lay down
The Ladies Degree Team of
Installation of officers was held
Chaplain, Mrs. Alice Eeverage;
A rising vote of thanks was giv
Iformatlon will be a part ol the day’s little out of the ordinary. They treasurer, Hiram S. Be; erage; as much with his chicks. The several thickness of newspapers over Acorn Grange, Cushing, conferred Wednesday night. The instiling of
(activities for the leaders.
broiler man may dump anywhere the litter, one thickness to be re- the Third and Fourth Degrees on ficer was State Deputy Earl Tol en Mr. White and his staff for do
cook fast and with a variation in
■sectetary, Cecrge Young; gate
ing a splendid Job.
from 500 to 1200 chicks under a moved each day, and to waich the Edward Adrea and Eric Thorbjorn- man.
The holidays are over and reasoning and the foods being keeper, Edward Beverage, Jr.
A week from Saturday, the com
brooder while the pullet raiser goes chicks very closely through the first son, Phyllis Ekberg, Harriet Lufhrough they’re looked back on with served with it you can have Just
Ceres. Mrs. Harriet Pend'etor.
The following officers were in mittee on the game party will te
two or three weeks. These methods kin, Betty and Shirley LaJoie of
I happiness, there’s often a sigh of a family meal or a festive banquet.' Pomona M.s Mary Brov..„. F,:ra from 320 to 500.
stalled: Master Cyrus Delano; Margaret Havener, Frank Jackson
Irelief connected with the thought It's up to you.
Mrs Vemlta Arey lady assistin’
At this P0''”’1' 1 m!sW say that worked fine but were so time con- St. George Grange and Mr. and
Overseer Homer Marshall; Lectur- and virgjnla Bragg.
I that they’re over( Because holidays
Put them under the broiler, ' ew r
Jc- c’ - aex
••• one good reason for the extra -are turning that when the broiler folks Mrs. FrankBridges of Owl's Head
er Sam Pipicello; Steward Charles Literary program event* included
lare fun, but lots of work for the they'll cook there while you pre committee. Bernard Mills; organ for pullet chicks is the extra cost, began brooding thousands at a time,
Grange.
O.erlock; Asistant Steward Lester a song, by the Grangers. The Lec
A
broiler
chick
costs
abort
16
cents
they
Just
couldn
’
t
watch
their
The
Degree
team
did
some
exceppare the vegetables and other parts ist. Mrs. Nellie Beverage.
Ihomemaker, too
turers March prize was won by
tlonally fine work and It was much Delano.
Now that the turkey seasaon Is of the meal. Most broilers are
There were 14 gues:s Dresen; while a pullet chick may run any- babies that closely,
Chaplain Annie Doe; Secretary Beatrice Bragg.
appreciated by all.
where
from
3
cents
to
over
*1.
Of
After
pullet
chicks
had
had
a
first
lover or at least most families are •ooked in halves allowing half a from Vinalhaven Grange and a
The Lecturer's March was won by Gladys Davis; Gatekeeper Crosby Remark* by Sister White were
Iready to eat something a little dif- chicken per person. If the broilers good number of North Haven course the realIy high prlced cWckt feedin« of flne grain on the Papers
Prior.
enjoyed and were followed by a
Iferent after the holidays, the home- are small and appeti'es large, you members
are used for breeding stock while on egg flats, tiny feeders were
Cere* Thelma Overlock; Pomona story by Eva Wing of Willow
| maker could do well to take a look could allow more than half a bird
Supper wasserved afterthe in- table egg birds 8enerallJ'
stop al Introduced, sometimes metal ' and This method worked pretty well unabout 40 cent*. Thus thebroiler
sometimes cardboard. These feeders til the chicks were about a month RuthPrior;Flora Mildred MarGrange. Brother Alton Wlnchenfor each person. You’ll have to be sta"atlon
gat the broilers in retail stores
____________
man can lose two or three chick* to had small holes in the sides big old, but it had many shortcomings, shall; Lady Assistant
Steward bach of Meenahga Orange gave a
When you walk into a store to the Judge of this yourself.
Suc-ess iscacyespecially
if you ,he Puilet raiser's one.
enough for each chick and what two of the greatest objections to EvelynDelano; Executive
Commit- story,followed by a song by the
Broilers are usually started with
■buy broilers do you look at price
Grange.
Iper pound for dressed and ready the skin side down, after being just happen to be in the right place ' That does not mean that broilers a nice Job it was filling them. No trays are the increasing amount tee Everett Davis.
are brooded carelessly. Far from it. one thought of cutting down chick tf manure and the difficulty in
The treasurer was not present so
Members were present from MerIto-cook birds and decide to buy brushed with melted fat and then when opportunity knocks.
The average raiser is operating his boxes until the big broiler flocks training the chicks to clean up wiU be installed at a later date.
rymeetlng, capital,Meenahga,
Mt.
|the dressed birds because they cost turned so that the outside will cook
Those bundled newspapers wnlch brooders three or four times a year come along. That was a simple their feed. A third objection is
On Janthe Ladles Degree pleasant, White Oak, andProgreaper pound? This is not always and the skin brown. The sauce
he wise thing to do You wonder you use on these birds often makes I serve a hundred useful purposes, j and has a chance to study out short and wonderful idea and is almost that they are bound to spend the team went to St. George Grange to ive Grange*.
Weeeaweakeag Grange
|wtoy? Well, lets look at the two a difference. You can use plain or ! are available, though in short cuts and efficient methods that universally adopted at the present night in the trays. I know for I confer the Third and Fourth Deby Clara Steeves
birds. With your dressed bird, you seasoned fat or a barbecue sauce j supply, at The Courier-Gazette of- allow him the getaway with a time. That method not only did have used them and still do up to a Brees.
• fice. Six pound bundles of print- lot more than the man who Is away the first feeders but the sec- month old.
i Wednesday night Jan. 13 all
ay the head, feet, and entrails if your own liking.
South Thomaston 1* having
Fryers are easy to prepare, cooked; ed paper* 15c per bundle. Six , brooding only once a year. Before ond size as well. Some tried to en- ! The glass waterer In both quart members of Acorn Grange are In
ghich are left on when the bird is
Booster Night Jan. 13 it I p. nt
vislt witl1 Wessaweskeag
elghed. This is all inedible stuff in a skillet in a small amount ofi pound bundles of unprinted plain broilers were a big percentage of the large on the chick box Idea by and gallon size is still with us to vited
All Granges are invited to attend
and when you buy a three-pound fat or deep-fat fried. Use either j vhlte news papers. 25c per bundle poultry Industry, the laying hen building wooden trays, or mortar quite an extent, but some manu- Grange. South Thomaston.
this meeting and program, ateo
118-tf men worked out various methods boxes as they are called by some.
Progressive Grange
•eased broiler, more than half a flour or a batter on the outside
bring friends with you.
By Margaret Havener
ound of the meat you pay for before cooking them
Refreshment* will be served
Sincerely
Member*
Consists of the head, feet and enProgressive Grange held Its reg- after the program.
Wlnefred Ramsdell
ular meeting for the purpose of in- please bring sweets or aandwlches.
,rails.
I
Home Demonstration Agent
Now, what about the ready-took bird, the one that needs only
SiGN-UP MEETINGS SCHEDULED
be wiped off and seasoned be Lincoln Pomona
fore you cook it You pay only for
THIS MONTH FOR K-L AREA
dible meat in this bird, there is Waster Guest At
nothing taken off it after it is
ASC PROGRAM ALLOTMENTS
Xnox Session
eighed.
Dear
Knox-Lincoln County Farmer: Corner Community Hall. Ooounltp If you compare the cost of the
David Carroll of Union opened
Due to limitation* of administraBre: Walter Annis, Harvey
dressed and ready-to-cook birds.
Simonton, town* of Camden, Rockdng the weight of the dressed the discussion <5n “What crop do
tive funds, there will not be a com
port. Hcpe.
bird, after the head, feet, and en- vou think most Drofitable to ra.«e ’
plete farm to farm contact by ASC
Jan. 13, 7-9 p. m. at Philip Seerails are removed, for the weight of in this section,” at the Saturday 1
(formerly PMA) community com
k n's home. Beechwood St.. Thom
ne ready-to-cook bird, you'll see meeting of Knox Pomona Grange,
mitteemen as in former years
aston. Phillip Seekln* and Harold
ere’s little difference in cost and held with Seven Tree Grange in
In order to explain the 1954 ASC
Watts are committeemen.
etimes you'll save several cents Union..
farm program to you, and assist
Jan. 14, 1 - 4 p. m. selectmen1*
buying a ready-to-cook bird
Suggestions for the coming
you in enrolling, your community
off ce. Union. J. R. Danforth, Alon
Lnd you have the added conven- year's program* were made during
comm'tteemen are planning a
zo M:servey. Joseph Moody, Talbot
ence of a bird that's set to go in the roll call.
series of meetings throughout the
Johns'.on. ccmmltteemen.
|».he pan.
The attendance ribbon was won
county during January. Please be
Tax 14. 7 - 9 p. m„ Glover Hall.
You need to use judgement when by Seven Tree Grange.
sure to plan to attend one of these
Warren with Merrill Payaon la
ou buy chickens, look at more
A series of sales of homemade
meetings as this will be the only
nan Just the cost per pound. Think randy, auspices of the Pomona
organized effort of ASC to enroll large.
Jan. 18. 7 - 9 p. m. Jefferson
of what you’re paying for in the home and welfare committee, will
farmers for 1S64.
Town House. Frank Flagg, Walter
be started next month at the Po
J*t.
Faamers may enroll at any time
Madden. Sanford Bartlett are com
Chicken meat should be treated mona meeting.
during the year, but due to the
mitteemen.
St like any meat, kept cold and
The welcome was extended by J
sharp decrease in program fund*
Jan. 19. T - 9 p. m. North Width
red. When you go to the store Raymond Danforth of Union, with |
and the change in the 1964 ap
boro Community Hall with William
buy a broiler or two, or some response by Mr*. Jennie Payaon of
proval*. it will be pretty much a
Bryant, Preston Lewia, Leroy
of chicken to serve for a East Union.
first oome first served proposition.
Brown, Herbert Spear In charge.
ally or company meal, you need
Other members on the program
Again we say. attend the meeting
Jan. 20, 1 - 4 North Whitefield
put them in the refrigerator were: Readings by Mrs. Jenn’e
most convenient for you.
Fire
House, James Kelly 1* the oomJayson, Mrs. Amelia Dornan, and
en you get home.
If you have not signed and re
mitteeman.
Remove the meat from the cello- Mrs. Bernice Young of East Union,
turned your 1963 performance
Jan 22. 7 - 9 p. m., Nobleboro
e, or film covering it, and wrap and Mrs. Clarion Clark of Rock
sheet and application for payment,
Orange Hall. The committeemen
[t loosely in waxed paper or alum- port; a tree quiz and report of
we urge you to do so at once)
is composed of John Osler, Norrta
num foil. Keep it in the refrlger- the 4-H meeting at Orono last
Ether return them to the County
,
Walt*. Harold Breklne, WUBut
r. the coldest part, until you're week was given by Mrs. Harriet
Daniel, Mr. Keller’s father, made his home in the older farmhouse
office or give them to your local
This picture is the thirteenth in ■ series of aerial photos of
while Henry and his wife built their home across the road, and have
to cook it. You’ll find that Carroll of Union.
Coastal Are* farms. It will be a lucky 13 for the owner who has an
committeeman at the *ign-up meet- _______ _
in the last 30 years added considerably to the buildings. A brother,
11x14 picture of his place waiting for him at tlte office of The
Music by Mis* Betty Rhoda of
, flavor of the meat is most deliing.
Wesley Keller, now lives in the old family home.
Courier-Gazette, when he Identifies the place.
and best if you use it within Warren, and vocal selections by
Sincerely,
Control
Mr. Keller is a past president of the Knox-Lincoln Extension
The neat looking farm pictured last week was that of Mr. and
iMrs. Alfreds Grotton, and Miss
j or three day after you buy it.
Association, having Joined less than two years after It was formed
B. A. Newbert, Chairman. Lincoln
Mrs. Henry Keller of Mt. Pleasant Street in West Rockport. The
Agnes
Esancy
of
East
Union,
Mr*.
more
than
30
years
ago,
and
served
a
long
period
on
the
executive
H you plan to keep the meat
couple have been on the place for 32 years and operate a com
County.
committee. Mrs. Keller is also a longtime member and active In
bination dairy and poultry ontflt. together with a flock of sheep.
inger than this, wrap it carefully | Harriet Carroll of Union, ard
R C. Wentworth. Chairman Knox
women's
affairs.
Rockhtnd
The livestock count has their head of Jerseys at 26 head with
i freeze it. IThis is a good idea Percy Clark and Fred Fernald of
County.
Both
are
members
of
Mt.
Pleasant
Grange,
which
he
has
served
8. C. ENGUSH
18 milking right now. A flock of 19 Oxford sheep are included a*
en broiler* and fryers are low Thomaston was presented,
as master and she In various offices over the years.
well as 12500 laying hens and pullets.
Sohedade Of Meeting*
price). If you buy chickeq that | Among the gueeto present were
They have taro daughters, Mrs. Dorothy Hamalalnen of West
The 135 acre farm has been in the family since 1842 when
Jan. 12, 730-930 p. m. Simonton'*
Rockport
and
Mr*.
Arlene
Dowling
of
Nevada.
______
already frown, store it lit the Harneoa Puller, master of Lincoln
grandfather George Keller built the original homestead. Hlo w

Is This Your Farm

Or Your Neighbor’s Place?

Foge Six
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THOMASTON
News and Social Items. Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS GEORGE NEWBERT, HIGH ST.. TEL. 158-5

t
The members of the Orient Lodge
Members of Grace Chapter OES
No. 15 of the Blue Lodge of Ma are asked to bring warm clothing
sons he’.d nomination of officers of all kinds for men. women and
Tuesday night at the Masonic children, ready to be packed for
Temple. Those elected for the en Masonic families In Europe at their
suing year were: Worshipful Mas regular meeting or January 13
ter. A. Mason Johnson; Senior Items that may be sent and are re
Warden. Everett R. Noble: Junior quested are: rice, shortening, dried
Warden, Victor K. Hills; Treasurer, fruit and Cod liver oil. These
Edgar W. Libby; Secretary. Aaron things are urgently needed so let
Clark. Refreshments were served us all dig deep.
after the meeting.
The Cheerful Homemakers 4-H
The County Foods Leader of the Club met Thursday afternoon with
Extension Association, Mrs. Gert their leader. Mrs. Eleanor Clark on
rude Hupper of Tenant’s Harbor, Main street. Mrs. Viola Littlefield
will hold a leaders training class on gave many helpful hints on how to
"Meals for Many” at the Federated read patterns and on choice of ma
Church Wednesday. Jan. 13. Tills terials and its preparation before
will be an all day meeting starting cutting. Refreshments were served
Those attending: Susan Dennison,
at 1030 a. m
Gray Ladies assisting at the Vet Marjorie Huse, Mary Cullen, Mar
erans Hospital In Togus last Thurs garet Jeffrey, Norma Rae, Susan
day were; Mrs. Annie Rogers. Mrs. and Daniel Clark. The next meeting
Edna Hahn, Miss Hilda George, will be held Thursday. Jan. 21.
The Adult Membership Class will
Miss Leila Clark and Mrs. Annie
meet at the Lutheran Church on
Eaton of Rockland.
Mrs Norma Staples. Mrs. Made Monday evening at 7
line Jackson, Mrs. Mildred Olllis,
The World Wide Guild girls are
and Mrs. Ruth Chase spent Thurs presenting a Mother and Daughter
day In I^wistcn being dinner guests banquet at the Baptist Church ves
of Mrs. Gillis' parents. Mr. and Mrs. try. Wednesday. Jan. 13. at 8 p. m.
Members of the Explorer Scout
John Banks
Mrs. Arthur Rlsteen, Mrs. Oeorge troop are serving. A program will
Newbert and Mrs Willis Kinney of follow with the Rev. James Dagino
Rockland were in Damariscotta on of the Littlefield Baptist Church of
Rockland as guest speaker. The
business. Thursday.
The Wed-Co Club will meet at committee in charge of the banquet
Miss Helen McLain,
the Baptist Church Monday evening will be:
at 7.30. William Burton of Wis Chairman; Miss Marlon Pickard
casset will speak and show colored and Miss Mildred Young The com
slides. The refreshments will be mittee in charge of the program is:
served by Mr. and Mrs. Darold Miss Joyce Ludwig, chairman; Mias
Hocking, Mr and Mrs Alfred Connie Keyes. Miss Sandra Putnam.
Strout. Mr. and Mrs. Victor Hills
Church News
and Rev. and Mrs John Fitzpal-'
Mass will be celebrated at the St
rick.
James Catholic Church Sunday at
The Ladies Guild of the Holy
9 a. m.
Trinity Lutheran Church met Wed- ,
Services at the St John's Epis
nesday night at the church. A so
cial per od followed the regular copal Church Sunday morning at
business meeting. Refreshments 8, followed by Simday School at 10
were served by Mrs. Lydia Johnson, o’clock.
Services at the Assembly of God's
Mrs. Lydia McClure and Mrs. KorChurch i Pentecostal) on Sunday at
honen all of Rockland.
Beach Chapter OES of Lincoln 230 p m„ and 7 p. m., Sundayville. held guest officers night Wed School at 130 p. m. Services at 7 p.
nesday Those
attending from m., on Wednesday evening. Walter
Grace Chapter of Thomaston were Keller, pastor.
English services at the Hoiy
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Hills. Mrs.
Nellie Tibbetts. Mrs. Frances Law Trinity Church at 10 a m. Sundayry and Charles Knights. From For School at 930 with choir practice
get-Me-Not Chapter
of South Finnish services at 7 30 p. m., Mon
Thomaston. Mrs. Alfred Harjula day
Adult Membership Class at 7 p
and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Littlefield.
Wednesday.
Congregational
8/Sgt. Don8ld Griffin, USAF., m.
has returned to his air base and • usual meeting at 7.30. Friday, Bi
will be sent on a tour of duty to ble Study in English at 7.30 p. m.
Sunday School at 945 a m„ at
Labrador, after spending a 30 day
leave with Mrs. Griffin and Mr the Federated Church with Albert
and Mrs. Percy Clark on Green Harjula as superintendent. Church
service of worship at 11 a. m.. with
street
Volunteer workers for the Lobby sermon by Rev. George H Gledhill
Shop at the Knox Hospital for the on The Meaning of Prayer Music:
week of the 11th through the 17th Anthem by the choir, “O. Come Let
of January will be: Mrs. Edwin Us Sing" by Gilbert Solo by Wil
Lynch, Mrs. Kennedy Crane. Jr., of liam T Smith. Jr.. "Lord Leave Me
Rockland. Mrs. Oeorge Avery, Mrs Not" by C. Harris. Small children
Harold Richardson, Mrs. Seymour will be cared for during the service
Miller. Mrs. Hilton Railey, Mrs. of worship by Mrs. Clyde Hatch.
William Gray, Mrs. J Edward El Monday, annual meeting of the
liot. Miss Nora Seaver. Miss Kath Congregational Fellowship of the
erine Crane, Mrs. Frank D Elliot, Federated Church at 730 Covered
Mrs. Arthur Elliot, Mrs. Edward dish supper at 8 p. m. There will be
Dornan. Mrs. Ruth Rockwell and reports of commltteee and election
of officers.
Mrs Forest Stone
Baptist Sunday School at 9 45 a
The Wed-Co Club players are re
hearsing twice a week for a play m., with morning services at 11
to be presented at the end of the Rev. John Fitzpatrick's sermon will
be. “Faith Determines Our Destiny.”
month
The Mission Circle of the Bap Young People's meeting at 6 p m
tist Church will meet Thursday, Evening services at 7 p. m. Rev"I Know
Jan. 14 at 2 p, m., for a special Fitzpatrick's sermon,
Whom I Have Believed" Monday.
work meeting.
There will be an Explorer Scout Wed-Co Club meets in the vestry.
meeting at the High School build William Burton will speak and show
slides. Wednesday, World Wide
ing Monday night.

STATEMENTOF CONDITION
of the

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE
At Close of Business
DECEMBER 31, 1953
RESOURCES
...................... $3,003337.50
United States Government Securities .......
. ......................
3.975.00
Other Ronds and Stocks
.................. —
1.190573.38
Loan* and Discounts
.............
...................... 1,359.614.94
Ca»h on Hand and on Deposit
..... .
.......................
5.489.83
Due from Federal Reserve Bank ............
Bank Buildings and Furniture and Fixtures ...... ..................
2.9.249.67
25,423.91
Other Assets
$5.620364.23
114.247.02

Trust Investments

$5.73451135
LIABILITIES
Capital Stork
...............................
Surplus and Undivided Profits
...................
Reserves, Including Taxes. Interest, Unearned
Discount. Contingencies, etc.
...............
Deposits
......... -.....-................. .......

$ 100.000.00
227.488.97
57.396.04 i
3335.379.22
$5.620364 23 ;
114347.02

Trust Department

$5,734511.25
4-lt I

— NOTICE —
TOWN OF FRIENDSHIP

The Town Books will be closed January 19. 1954. All per
sons owing the Town or having bills against the Town, please
take care of them before that date.
AU persons desiring Articles to be inserted in the Town
Warrant, please present them to the Selectmen before
February I. 1954.
LUTHER S. WOTTON,
HARVEY A. SIMMONS,
RALPH E. WINCHENPAW.
Selectmen, Town of Friendship
4-tt

"Let's Not Squeeze
Dollars Too Hard"

CHURCHES0
?7m».TFV

TuMday-Thursday-Saturday

ituaky Says Mrs. Stone

1j *

At St. Peter's Episcopal Church,
lev E. O. Kenyon, rector, Sunday
service: Parish Communion and
ermon at 930 Weekday services,
TUesday. Mass at 730; Wednesday,
'■lass at 6 a. m.; Thursday and
'riday. Mass at 7.30

cerning, “Making Your Future ALDEN A. TOWLE
What Ycu Want"; 11.45 a. m..
Aider. Austin Towle of Phillips,
Bible School for all ages; 6.00 p. m., a native of Appleton, died in PortBaptist Youth Fellowship will meet : and Jan. 2. A grocer by trade, he
in the vestry: 7.15 p. m. Sunday had operated stores in Appleton,
evening service with happy song Cooper's Mills, Mt. Vernon and
service, prayer, special mualc, and Phillips.
a brief to-the-polnt message, "Be
Funeral services were held Mun
St. Bernard's Church, Park Street, ing Sure."
day from the Appleton Baptist
Monday. 7 00 p. m.. World Wide Church with Rev. Rider officiating.
lockiand.
Sunday Masses—800
and 11.00 A. M. Week day Mass— Guild Girls will meet at the home Burial was in Pine Grove Ceme
’45 A. M. Confessions—Saturday— of Mrs. Ronald Thurston. Camden tery In Appleton.
Street;
Tuesday, 7.30; Prayer
130 and 7.00 P. M.
Mr. Towle was born in Appleton.
Our Lady of Good Hope Church meeting in the vestry; Wednesday, Dec 19. 1898. to Charles and Lucy
7amden. Sunday Mass—030 A. M. 7.00 p m., Ladles Aid meeting at Martin Towle.
St. James the Apostle Church. the home of Mrs. Belyea on Cam
Surviving is his wife. Mrs. Mabel
i Towle of Phillips and a step-son,
Thomaston.
Sunday Mass—9.00 den Street.
♦
*
»
*
\ M.
Georxe Edmund of Phillips Also,
Owl's Head Baptist Church, Rev. four sister- Mrs Beri.ardine Scott;
Please note the change in the
lours from those in the summer James W. Dagino. pastor: Morning Cranston, R. I ; Mrs. Lillian Oilley,
j worship, 9 00 sermon subject, "Mak Augusta; Mrs. Hilda Paxmar..
schedule.
ing Your Future What You Want"; Waltham. Mass., and Miss Mary
At the Congregational Church. ] 10.15 a. m. Bible School for all ages Tow e of Camden
Also, two stepsisters: Mrs. Eliza
Rev. Charles R Monteith, pastor: and Thursday. 730 p. m. prayer
beth Haskell of Camden and Mis.
Morning Worship at 10.40, with meeting at the church.
Emma Rcbblm of South Union;
the service broadcast over WRKD
The Pratt Memorial Methodist one stepbrother. Lloyd Martin of
The Senior Choir will sing, unuer
the direction of Mrs Eleanor Oote Church. Merle S. Conant, minis Mentor. Ohio, and an aunt, Mrs.
Howard, with Mrs. Faith Berry at ter. will hold Its Sunday morning Cora Sherman of Rockland
the organ and the pastor's topic worship service at 10.30 Mr. Cor,will me "Partners with God”. i ant will ureach on the subject JOHN TRACY MATHEWS
Tenant’s Harbor was saddened
Church School classes for third Some Rewards of Service." Mrs.
graders and over at 930, and for Austin Davis will play “Prelude in by the death of John Tracy Math
those younger at 1030. Comrades I F" by Read, "As Pants the Hart" ew’s Dec. 3, at his home In Belmont,
of the Way will meet at 6.30, and by Tillman, and "Great and Mar- Mass. Bom at Tenant's Harbor,
will complete plans for Youth Sun [ velous” by Gaul. The choir will Oct. 9, 1884. the son of Walter H.
j sing “Te Deum” by Pepper. Dante and Indora Tracy Mathews, he was
day Jan. 31.
I Pavorie and Adelaide Kaler will educated in the public schools after
Aippointments for the week in
present the duet "My Task” by which he entered Hebron Academy,
clude: Monday at 3, Girl Scout
Ashford. The members of the graduating as Valedictorian in the
Troops 1, 10 atid 12 will meet at
Church School will meet at 11 Class of 1904. Further education
3 and Boy Scout Troop 206 at 7;
o'clock for the study of the wras received at Colby College from
Tuesday. Brownie Troop 20 will
Word." Ait are Invited to Join which he graduated In 1908. He was
meet at 3; Wednesday the Senior
one of the classes and revive the a member of the baseball team and
Choir will rehearse at 7 and Rounds
spirit and experience of learning
band and was prominent in other
Group will hold a covered disn
in life The Youth Fellowship will
college activities
supper; Friday the Junior Choir
meet in the vestry at 5 o'clock
Like all young men. he started
will rehearse at the church at 3 15,
for a social period, devotions, led
out to begin a new life for himself
and the Men's Association will
by Charles Mahoney, a business
and went to Massachusetts where
hold a Ladies Nite at 630 at the
session and a discussion period on
he became associated with George
church. The new president, Haroid
some of the great teachings of
A. Giles & Son, Cambridge real csLook, will present the "Will Rogers Jesus.
tate firm, in 1912 of which he was
of Maine", Elroy Johnson of
The week-day activities are a;
Harpswell, as speaker, and the sup follows: Girl Scouts meet on Mon j office manager. In 1&53 he retired
per will be a lobster stew by Eddie day at 3.30; Boy Scouts meet on j from the business covering a period
Mayo. Capt. Norton, the last of Monday at 7 o’clock in the vestry; of 41 years.
Mr Mathews was a director of
the sailing captains will be the Prayer Meeting will be he’d on
special guest.
Tuesday night at 730 in the vestry the Columb'an Co-operative Bank
a service of song, prayer, and dis and a member of Its investment
The 8unday services of the First cussion or. the "Teachinas of committee and a member of the
Baptist Church will open with a Jesus;" Baraca Class will meet on Cambridge Chamber of Commerce
time of prayer at 10.15. In the Wednesday ir. the vestry for sup and of the Boston Real Estate
morning worship services at 1030 per at 8 o'clock. The committee Board. Although a resident of BeiRev. J Charles MacDonald will fcr the meeting Is Kate Greer leaf. 1 mont for 30 vears he returned to
have as his sermon subject. "A Shirley Ruiilns, Mildred Blood. Tenant's Haruor for diversion of
Divine Imperative." Small child Alice Conant, Margaret Philbrook , vacations and weekends at his sum
ren will be cared for in the nur
The choir will rehearse on Fri mer home "Crickaide." His last trip
sery during this service. All de day night at 7 o'clock in the ves down and back was November 13partments of the Church School try Dr J. J. Seabrook. President ■ 15. There were many years when
will meet at 12. The Ambassadors of Claflin College at Orangeburg. the "St. Georges” were enjoying a
for Christ will have a missionary- 5 C., will rpeak at the Camden reunion in Massachusetts of which
meeting concerning Formosa at 6 Methodist Church on Thursday he acted as toastmaster and all en
led by Charlotte Cook. A prayer night, Jan 14. at 730. All who joyed pleasant hours spent to
period will be held at 7 preceding possess cars are urged to fill them gether
Prominent in Masonry.
Mr.
"The Gosiiel Story Hour" at 7.15. and give Dr. Seabrook a good
In the broadcast portion from 730 hearing. He is one of America'.^ Mathews was a past master of
Amicable Lodge A.F.&A.M.. D.D.
to 8 over WRKD music will be by great negro leaders.
• ♦ * *
Grand Secretary of the Grand
the chclr and a vocal duet, and
Rev. Merle Conant will preach Master of The Most Worshipful
Mr. MacDonald will preach on
“Martin Luther’s Text.”
The on the theme “Some Rewards of Grand Lodge of Massachusetts ana
Happy Prayer and Praise Meeting Service" at the 7 o'clock service was a member of the Scottish Rite
will be held on Tuesday at 730. The at the South Thomaston Methodist bodies. He was faithful to his
Women's Mission Circle will meet Church. AU are invited to sup family, drvo'ed brother and w "Il
liked by all who knew him
to do white cross work on Wednes port this service.
♦ * ♦ *
Impressive Masonic funeral serv
day at 2 The Junior Ambassadors
The vital role of purity in spirit ice,- were held at the A E Long
will have their meeting on Friday
Memorial Chapel, North Cam
at 330, and on Saturday the Pre ual progress will be set forth at
bridge, with large attendance
paration Prayer Service will be held Christian Science services Sunday
in the
Lesson-Sermon outlined
at 7.30
"Sacrament." The Golden Text Is "Surprise Sermon of the Month"
Notices for the week of Jan from Oalations: "Ye are all the and It 1s entitled "Rock What
Baby?" Tlie greeter by the guest
10 at the Littlefield Memorial Bap children of God by faith in Christ
book <» Mrs. Lida Gonla, and the
tist Church, Rev. James W Dagino, Jesus. For as many of you aa have
ushers are RcbcTt W Hudson.
pastor Include: 1030 a. m., Morning been baptized Into Chris* have "ut
Stanley Payson. Brooke Gregory,
worship. Tlie choir will sing and on Christ." (3:26, 27.) Sunday ser
and Hex H Garrett. Sole is: us
the pastor will bring a message con- vices at- 1030. Sunday School at
1030, Wednesday night services at Paul C. Snow with a choral group
and Miss Dorothy Lawry. church
Oulld girls presenting a mother and 730
organist.
daughter banquet. Thursday. Mis
Church School, with Supt Sam
At the Nazarene Church, Rev.
sion Circle for special work meet
Oakley E. Woodward, pastor. Sun Collins. Is at the same hour as
ing Prayer and Praise service 7 p.
day services are as follows, Sun Church Worship. 11 a. m and the
m Saturday. Senior choir rehearsal
day School at 9 45; morning worship Men's Studv Class meets at 10
at 7 p m.
at 10 45; Young Peoples meeting at a m. The minister. Rev George
6 and the evening evangelistic ser Henry Wood, invites all Interested
vice at 730 The midweek prayer persons to the Sunday services and
meeting is on Wednesday night at also announces that on the fol
lowing Sunday, Jan. 17, tiie guest
730
• • • •
of the month will be Rev Walter
WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
Tlie Unlversalist Church this E. Kellison, superintendent of Unl
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees '
Sunday (Jan. 10) features the versalist Churches of Maine.
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00 i

My dear Editor: —
As a private citizen of the town
of Thomaston I would Like to point
out a few things in resjfbnre to
the Selectmen's letter in the paper
of Jan. 7.
In family life, a major expendi
ture is planned for whenever pos
sible. but occasionally an emer
gency arises and tlie money to
meet It must be raised another
way. So it ts with town affairs:
with $5390 raised in 1953, 1934, and
1955 we shall have $!5,0C0 to add
to approxfinately $30,000 which the
town can now raise within it- bond
ed indebtedness limits
In view of the fact that our
present five-room grade school
coat in the vicinity of $90,000, just
how far will thia amount help us
out of the overcrowded conditions
in which we find ourselves?
Added to that.. ' the town will
have no borrowing capacity for
emergency use and thia seems dan
gerous and unnecessary when the
state has set up a way for small
towns to borrow for their expand
ing schools without affecting the
debt limits of the towns.
Oranted. the Interest rates may
be the difference between l it and
3 to 314% but there are times
when It is not wise In a long-range
plan to squeeze the dollars to save
pennies.
A house purchase can be fin
anced and paid for in the form cf
rent
which
Includes
interest
charges. The Maine School Build
ing Authority plan for schools b
similar with payments in the form
of rent over a period of 30 years.
If desired. The problem with us
now and certainly everyone should
look at both sides of the picture.
Margaret M Stone.
Thomaston, Jan 8
Arnold F Thomas. Grand Master,
officiated The floral tributes were
many and beautiful, testimonial*
of love and esteem
He is survived by his wife. Mrs.
Florence (Stanley) Mathews, a
daughter, Mrs. Hiram P Shorte"
of Park Forest. Ill., a sister, Mrs
Ernest Rawley of Tenant's Har
bor and two granddaughters, Susan
and Nancy Shorter, also many
cousins. Interment was in Mount
Auburn Cemetery.

James

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
JANUARY 10-11
Boh Hope. Rosemary Clooney,
Arlene Dahl, Tony Martin In
"HERE COME THE GIRLS”
— In Technicolor —

[TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 12-13
[Robert Cummings. Marie Wilson
In
"MARRY ME AGAIN"
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
JANUARY 14-15
□Virginia Mavo. Dale Robertson.
Stephen McNally.
Arthur Hunnlcul In
"DEVILS CANTON
- bi Taataateeler -

4-1

"SLAVES OF BABYLON"

"THE LAST POSSE"

And Ch. 4 of "LOST PLANET"
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
Bin< Crosby Finds Romame
Fun and Drama in France

BING
CKOSBY
CLAUDE DAUPHIN

F*r amount
present*

litn r;
BOY LOST
Latent New* and (Mer Cartoon
<->lt

Round ond Square
New and Old
SIMONTON'S CORNER HALL

9 P. M. to 12 P. M.
3-4

7 <aa»a

TRAHD
rfc 992

*

SUNDAY AND
MONDAY ONLY

SOCIAL DANCE

MOUTH THOMASTON
GRANGE HALL

EVERY SATURDAY

Music by the Xer'eaaterw
| Donation 50e Everyone Welcome
83-S-tf

$110 CASH NITE

In Technicolor—Plus 2nd Hit!
Broderick Crawford. John Derek
Chas. Bickford. Wanda Hendrix

Winter Dancing

Starting Saturday, Jan. 9

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

}.WG-0«N«IST MuSl^6)

Richard Cente. Linda Christian

Opening

tery.

Camden Theatre
NOWI

(Continued from Page Five)
facturers are now making automa
tics suitable for day old as well as
large chicks. The three gallon
Tlie Jolly Five Club met Tuesday metal waterers are used a lot too.
evening at the home of Mrs. Doro Tlie pullet raisers never used to use
thy Young. Camden. Tire next them as they assumed that the
meeting will be held Wednesday.
chicks might be in danger of drown
Jan. 13 at the home of Mrs. Helena
ing. The glass waterers are a nui
Kenney with Mrs. Blanche Wen>sance but they help insure drinking
tvorth as hostess.
Mrs. Lena Wall and daughter by all chicks es they can be'placed
EJlth spent Christmas with Mr. in as many places as desired. Gen
and Mrs. Warren Wall in Brain erally, these waterers can be taken
tree. Mass., and New Year's in out the following day as by that
Franklin. N H. with Mr. and Mrs time the chicks are on their way
and thoroughly at home.
Bradbury Prescott.
Some poultrymen still use the
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Kenney
and daughter Janice were recent chick grain or corn for the first few
callers of Mr and Mrs. Jetse Al feedings, but many who have
studied the situation say that it
lard In Spruce Head
The Thlmbie Club met Tuesday Is better to start them on their reg
for a New Year's party at the ular mash which gives them a bal
home of Mrs Evelyn Crockett. anced diet. Somewhere along the
The next meeting will be held line the idea was put forth that
Tuesday, Jan 12. at the home of grain would help keep the chicks
Mrs Banche Carter. West street. from pasting.
The argument still goes on as to
Mrs. Dorothy Young of Cninden
was a supper gues' Wednesday of whether it is better to brood in a
Mr and Mrs. Vernon Kenney and warm house or a cold house. Nat
urally the proponents of cold
daughter Janice.
Mrs. Nellie Ballard lias returned house hrooding arc those who favor
to Portland after visiting with her infra red ray. electric brooders or
daughter ar.d family. Mr. and Mrs gas brooders. Those three methods
Maynard Graffam and sons
do not provide any extra heat, and
The Rockport Junior High boys' they can be expensive In cold
basketball team were defeated by weather.
Rockland Junior High bovs’ team
The brooding method that poul
42-30. in a game played Thursday trymen seem to like best Is hot
afternoon a; Rockport
[ water and It appears to be the most
The Try-To-Heip Club met Wed economical. A new type of oil
nesday evening at the home of brooder, much safer than any here
Mr*. Atwood Smith.
The next tofore, has been used for the past
meeting will be held Wednesday, three years with satisfactory re
Jan. 13. at the home of Mrs Flor sults. These brooders require no
ence Knight.
outside vent and are a good an
Wesleyan Guild
swer to the problem for those who
The Wesleyan Guild met Wed are too small for the hot water type.
nesday evening at the home of Of course the coal brooder does an
Mrs. Jean Larsen, Beauchamp , excellent Job, but tending th(
Road.
' takes time and the tendency is to
Tire business meeting was held have brooding as automatic as
and a slate of officers wa? brought possible. If I was geing to use one
in by the nominating committee, brooder, I think my choice would
consisting of Mrs. Doris Graffam. be coal over oil. for the valve on an
Miss Marion Upham and Mrs. oil brooder does snap off occasional
B a’iche Wentworth
ly while a properly tended coal
The following officers were eject brooder is almost foolproof. If you
ed for the year: President. Mrs. are using several oil broders, the law
Muriel Welt; vice president, Mrs.
of averages protects you, for you
Roberta Best; secretary, Mrs. Lu
arc unlikely to have them all go
cille Hall; treasurer. Mrs. Frances
off at the same time unless you
Berry; work committee. Mrs. Caro
forget to have the oil tank filled.
line Barrows and Mrs. Willa Stev
Almost everyone uses sawdust
ens; and the sick commi*tee. Mrs.
for litter In this section and while It
Dorothy McPheters atid Mis Doro
is well to have new sawdust, it isn’t
thy Crockett.
necessary to have it dry. Chicks
P a rs were me le for a "parish
supper" to be held Wednesdry at need quite a lot of moisture
6 p. m with Mrs Dorothy Mc and by the time they pro
Pheters. Mrs. Dorothy Crockett vide their own the sawdust will be
and Mis. John Sherburne serving dry. I have seen plenty of snow
mixed with sawdust for brooding
cn the ccmmi'.tee.
Refreshments were served by co- but of course the heat took care
hostesses Mrs. Carolyn Sims. Mrs. of that In short order.
Those who are raising pullets by
John Sherburne and Mrs Dorothy
Crockett., helping In the absence old fashioned methods will do well
to visit some of the broiler plants.
of Mrs Dorothy Sprague.
Mrs Alice Welt and Mrs Muriel They may pick up some surprisingly
Welt are ou the flower committee good Ideas and excellent short cuts
On the other hand. It might be
for Sunday.
The ntxt meeting will be held ; worthwhile for some of the broiler
Wednesday evening, Jan. 20, the men to study pullet raising meth
place to be announced later. The ods. On both sides of the fence un
haste ses will be Mrs. Alice Welt, told thousands of beautiful birds
Mrs. Willa Stevens and Miss Ma are raised. On the other hand,
j there are plently of birds that never
rlon Upham
[ are given a fair chance
; tAv
J
~~
y
V
I
MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden MSS

F. McIntosh
James F. McIntosh, 92. one-time
city member of the Board of Al
dermen of the city and long a?
employee of Eastern Steamship
Company, died in Rockland Wed
nesday night.
He served as a freight agent for
the steamer line on Tillson Wharf
for many years and was prominent
in the affairs of the Americus Hock
and Ladder Company, at one time
serving as i*s assistant chief engi
neer. He was also a member of
the Maine Three Quarter Century
Club.
He was born in Rocklanel Nov.
16. 1861 to Wentworth and Clem
entine McIntosh and made 1ms
home In the city throughou. hi*
lifetime
He is survived bv one daughter.
Mrs Bertha McIntosh Young of
Rock’and and a brother. Arthur C
PcTry of Thomaston
Funeral services will be held
from the Russell Funeral Heme [’5
Sunday afternoon at 2 30. wl'n
Rev. Charles R. Monteith of the
Congregational Church officiating '
Burial will be In Achorn Ceme

WALDO™*™

TODAY ONLY, JAN. 9
Broderick Crawford. John Derek[
Wanda Hendrix
Charles Bickford in
"THE LAST POSSE"

Poultry Notes

ROCKPORT
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PLUS 2nd BIG HIT
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TODAY (SATURDAY)
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"MARTIN LUTHER"

SATURDAY, 9.30 A. M.
20c - 36c •
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2.00-6.30-8.30

ALSO—MONDAY NITE—HOMEY-QUIZ

KIDDIE SHOW

4-It

ENDS SATURDAY—"NERI C(M$i THE GIRLS"

Tmday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gatette, Soturdoy, January 9, 1954

Card Parties To

Benefit the Polio

Canton Lafayette and Auxiliary Install

Town chairmen, committee mem
ber* and head* and interested citi
zens promoting the annual Fin
The Women's Mis-ion Circle of
The Rockland Emblem Club met nish-American dance to be held at
the First BaotiM Church held its Thursday night in the Elks home
Rockland in February for the ben
January program meeting Wednes- with Mrs Vivian Whittier presidefit
of the March of Dimes cam
day afternoon in the vestry The ing. The budget was read and acpresident. Mrs Caroline Mitchell, cepted A social meeting will be paign are asked to meet Wednespresided in the business meeting held on Jan 31 with Mrs Thelma da-vevening at 730 o'clock
in the
and Mrs. Frances Sherer present- Parsons. Mrs Ruth Ames and Mrs. Tower Room at theCommunity
ed the program on Jewish Mis- Helen Roes, hostesses.
Building to discuss plans for the
yona.
Interesting reports were
------affair
given from workers in Pale tine.
Miss Faye Robbins has returned
The meeting is being called by
Europe. Canada, and the the Unit- t<> her studies at Fisher Junior t,ancf co-cha rmen Mrs
Helmi
ed States. Musical numbers were College in Boston after spending Har.to of Rockland and Mrs. MUa piano solo by Miss Charlotte >he holiday season with her par- dnal Harjula of Thomaston
Meanwhile. Mrs Robert AnderCook apd a vocal solo by Mrs rota. Mr. and Mrs. Holman Robbins
Ruth SewaU.
of South Union A graduate of son- Rockland Woman's Division
-------Union High School. Miss Robbins chairman for the March of Dimes,
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Robinson, is enrolled in the executive secretar- reP°rts that 25 individual card parRadread avenue, were happilv sur- , lal program at Fisher.
*'es have already been arranged by
prised Tuesday morning, when the '
------groups in the city during January
phone rang and to their delight. ' Tllc Diligent Dames of the Con- with all fees to go towards the polio
it was a call from their son. who gregutlonal Church will meet Jan. campaign
is stationed somewhere In Gcr- j 14 nt 230 P m- ln *he church parMoney collected at the parties is
many. Private Robinson wished *°rs. Mrs bou Emery and Miss to be turned over to Frances Do'.ey1
to say. "Merry Christmas." to ad Charlotte Buffalo will be the host- at the Central Maine Power comhis friends and would like very ""w*
P““y <lfllce Tho'* wishing to hold
card parties In small groups for the
much to hear from them His ad___
J
*
Je
Milton
J
Proctor,
who
has
benefit
of the drive are asked to
.siress is: Pvt. Oscar E Robinson,
days at the contact Mrs Anderson. 38 Holmes
Jr. u«. 51159995 Co I 8th Inf P*‘cn wnding 8
Re?.. APO 39. care P M New home of his parents. Mr. and Mrs street
, Howard N Proctor, has returned
—
York. New- York
io his duties at Kirtland AFB, New Congregational Church will meet
Monday evening at the home of
The Rounds Group will nice’ I Mexico

Charles Merritt.
Tiie Dandelions will hold a supper and meeting next Tuesday eve
ning Jan. 12. at the Orange Half
Limerock Valley Pomona Will
meet with St. George Grange on ]
Saturday (today) afternoon and
evening. A feature of the after
noon program will be a candlelight j
service conducted by the Worthv'
Master Ur.a Ames. The program
for the evening will be by the host
grange.
Chadavae Club
The Clndavac Club of the
Chictru; S'reet Baptist Church
met Wednesday evening at ihe
church vestry at which tune the
members enjoyed a covered dish
supper. Meinbtrs plan to hold a
food sa t on Saturday. Jan. 23. The j:
next meeting will be held Wed
nesday. Ja”. 20 wl’ii Mi.- Marlon I
Hopkins. Mrs Delmn Barker and '
Mrs Vera Fitzsirr. moils
hosteases.

ln the Congregational vestry or.
Jan. 1? at 6.30 p m for a cover -t
dish supper Dessert will be fur
nish'd by the hostesses. Mrs.
Archie Bowley. Mrs Rhama P’li'.brlck and Mrs Car! Moran

Lt. Herbert Bunker. Jr , son-inlaw of Mr. and Mrs Howard N
Proctor, has reported to Camp Kil
mer. N. J , for an oversease assign
ment Mrs. Bunker will remain with
her parents until she can join her
Special meeting of Ruth May- husband.
| hew Tent will be held In Grand Ar
my Hall. Monday at 730 p m.,
called by Catherine Libby, senior
| vice president. Books to be audi CAMDEN
MRS CENNETH HERRICK
t'd and plans for Installation will
Correspondent
ne completed.
Telephone 2197

William A. Seavey has arrived in
West Palm Beach. Fla where he
will spend the rest of the winter.
He was accompanied by his sister.
Miss Mabel Seavey, who will make
a short visit there.
-------The Tonian Circle of the Untversallst church was entertained
Wednesday evening at the home of
Mias Katherine A Veazie. Shaw avenue. A social evening was enJoyed. Present were. Mrs. Gertrude
Boody, Mrs. Dorothy Dowling. Mrs.
Sadie Lewis. Mrs Bernice Freeman. Mrs. Gladys Orff. Mrs. Ruth
WViggln, Mrs. Fiances Farrand. Mrs
Enna Odlis. Mrs. Beatrice Wood.
Mrs. Kathryn St Clair. Mrs Grace
Flanders. Mrs
Aug'ista Holmes.
Mrs Pauline Schofield. Miss Gladys
Blethen and Miss Margaret Nutt 1

The Monday Club will meet Jan.
1 with Mrs Helen Parker. Th"
:• adtr w... b Mrs Neri a V.'.glit.
The Air.e-iua’1 Legion Aitxll.r"
will hold a public supper Salurday (todoyi from 5 to 7 p. m.
The Junior Pilgrim Fellowship
oedoor S c.a will be held Saturd-iy i today)
All members are
a g, d to meet • tnc Parish Houce
far transportation to the Snow
n wl
The election of officers was he'd
i the tracing of St Margaret's
Guild on Tuesday with th- foilowi; ? elected
Preside'.t. Mrs.
William Btdd; vice president Mrs.
Harold Weym-.uth; treasurer. Mrs
A derver!"
Norton and secretary.
M « A m B '.ton
The Board of Trustees of the

McLoon Home & Auto Supply Presents
PEW

1954

‘Emerson

WITH A MOVIE-PERFECT PICTURE

195

AT A NEWS-MAKING LOW PRICE!
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SPECIAL

Tlii' annual installation of the
Canton-Lafayette. Patriarch- Mih.( (
Ladies* Auxiliary was
he!<i Wednesday evening at the
IOOF Hall Serving as installing
officer
were Ocneral Els worth !
Barry at the left In tire front row.
depar'ment
commander
from
Farmington; and Dorothy Austin.

second from .eft
Left to right.
continuing in the front row, are

Jackie Hupper

Initial Gifts
Fund Gaining

SERVICE

, g,

|

liii

Winifred Ramsdei! ham Engagement
Is Announced
Is Announced

Shoe Sale
MCLAIN SHOE STORE
AIR STEP

Nationally Sold at $10.95
You'll think

14,000,000 SATISFIED OWNERS...

Broken Sizes — Mostly Browns and Blacks
Treat Your Heme Te
Top Performance

you’ve never seen before.

$199.95

TEmeTSOH -. - AMERICAS REST WYI

McLoon Home & Auto Supply

Sharp, clear TV images; Ktatirfree radio reception . . . these
watching and listening pleasures
are yours when you rely on us
for prompt, efficient service and
repairs.

Richards

Radio Television
SALES ond SERVICE

11 PARK STREET

. .

Swetnam-Cunning-

ENNA-JETTICK

*21"

TV

Engagement of

TEL. 1510

ROCKLAND, MAINE

MRS. MILTON ROLLINS, JR.
Miriam
zvTga trill
Miriam Rebekah
Reoekah TLodge
will hnn.
honor Its District Depu’y President
Mrs. Dina Whittier and her Marshal. Mrs Milton Rollins Jr wnth
R receptlon at thf
Fellows Hall
at 8 p m Friday, Jan. 15 Mrs
.m,.,,.
.
....
Whittier has been active ln Lodge
ftOrk for 25 years
She is Past
Noble Orand of M'riani Rebekar.
Lodge, and served as Marshal for
the drill team for several years She
is Junior Past President of Lafayette Auxiliary No 18. Patriarchs
Militant; Past District Deputy Marshal; a member of Knox-Lincoln
Past Noble Grands Association,
and lias been honored with the
Decoration of Chivalry She is also
President of the Emblem Club, and
a member of Qoiden Rod Chapter, O E S
Mrs Rollins is a Past Noble

Grand of Miriam lA^nn
lodge. Dnr-i
Past President of Lafayette Auxiliary' No 18.
Past Battalion Deputy and Color
Sergeant of the Association of
Ladles Auxiliaries, Patriarchs Mllltaut of Maine.
Both Mrs. Whittier and Mrs
Rollins are members of St. Peters
Ep s-opal Church.
Mrs June Eilis. Noble Grand,
wilj head the receiving line and
welcoming committee at the recept:on Grand officers and District
Deput.es throughout the State, and
members of Lodges in Districts 1816-17 are expected to be in atlenranee
Mis Dons Hyler and Mrs. Addie
Brown are co-chainr.en of the receptior. assisted by Mrs Annie
Aylward, Mrs. Lina Carroll and
Mrs Lena Rollins.

rira.-ri /-><■

Junction with any denomination
and conducts a social welfare procram without denominational rcsArmy Told To
trlctton. When the Salvation Array
speaks of war. it is advocating only
Mission Circle
an active, unrelenting war upon
The Mission Circle of Immanuel evi:. inc express a deep concern for
Church (Univeraalist) met in Lie peace and good will among all men
parlor on Wednesday with M as
Annie Frost presiding Tiie <:evo- Anderson Auxiliary
tional service was conducted by
P’ans For Installa
Mrs. Oeorge B. Wood.
Captain Herbert Thatcher, of the
tion of Jan. 20
Salvatlaon Army was speaker I?
attended a Salvation Army Sunday
Anderson Auxiliary met Wednesschool and at age 11 learned to play day night with President Bernice
a horn and joined the Band At Hatch in the chair. There were 14
19 he decided to enter the Army members out and a picnic supper
Training School in New York. His was served at 6 when Alice Smallwife. the former Marie Rogers, also ey's birthday was observed. This
was an attendant at the Army New Year's program was led by the
School, In the session following Patriotic Instructor. Opening, song,
that of her future husband Some America the Beautiful:” poem,
years later taking a refresher Happy New Year," Maud Wtnchencourse, they met and romance bach; solo, Ruth Foley, poem, "The
bloomed. Their present territory New Year” by Betty Vinal; song,
extends from Belfast to Damarls- New Year Resolutions" by all, ducotta and Includes monthly sermons et. Velma Marsh and Betty Vinal;
and weekly Interview* at the Maine Written Quiz won by President
State Prison. A special project Hatch, closing song "God Be With
In which they are now busily en- You."
gaged is in uniforming two groups.
Nellie McKay and Carrie Win—the Sunbeams, of ages 7-11, and chcnbaugh are reported Improvlrg.
the Girl Guards, ages 11-16 All Dosha Foster was awarded the PI
this ln addition to their help of March prize. Installation is to lie
grownups and financial problems. Jan 30 with all to wear white.
Captain Thatcher said ln part:— Dosha Foster and Maud WlnchenThe Founder, General William bach will be hostesses, but no supBooth, was at first a Methodist tier that night. Just refreshments,
minister until about 1879 when he A public supper Is to be Jan 16, 5
had a de6lrc to travel and to form to 630.
Mtssious. In answer to his call
----------------------------------there came from London. England,
a srrfall group of men and women,
simple, sincere people, altho In
Francis L. Tillson
eourse of time men and women
with marked qualities, talents, ed
CARPENTER
ucation and experience Joined the
organization, some are still living
and BUILDER
in honored retirement, looking on
proudly the work begun in a Lon
don shim in 1865
THOMASTON, MAINE
To the average citizen the Salva
tion Army officer is thought of aa a
TEL. 17M
practical advocate of Christian
102-TdtS-tf
Service; he works in close con-

Story of Salvation

AT THE WALK-OVER SIGN

EMERSON CINEVISION SCREEN!

Hallicrafter

Richard W Foxwell of Camden is Lake Forest. Illinois; Weston Durone bridegroom wire should not by. Strafford-Wayne. Penns.. Bruce
have difficulty In remembering tils Smith and James Thompson of
wedding anniversary. It was on Louisville, Kentucky, all classmates
New Year's Eve that the marriage of the bridegroom at Yale,
of Miss Jqan Pelerkin of Chicago
The nr,ore than 203 guests who
to 2nd Lt. Foxwell of the Air Force gathered at the church went to the
took place at St Chrysostom's Racquet Club to toast the young
Church. Chicago, with Dr. Cuthbert couple's future at a reception given
Pratt officiating.
by the bride's parents following the
The bride wore a gown of Gros ceremony,
de Londe taffeta made with a very
Mr. and Mrs Foxwell left for a
full skirt, a snug-fitted bodice and brief honeymoon before the groom
long sleeves Her veil of Italian reports to 8-ott Air Force Base,
rosepoint lace and tulle was one Illinois where he will attend Cornworn by her mother, and also by munlcat ons School lor the next
her aunt. Mrs. William L Hunt and few months.
Mrs. Bennett Harvey, when they
The bride is the daughter of Mr
were married.
and Mrs. Daniel Peterkin. Jr., of
Her attendants were Miss Judy 1590 Lake Shore Drive. Chicago
Hargrave. Chicago, maid of honor. She is a graduate of Westover
and the bride's sisters, Ann and Joy School and Pine Manor Junior ColPhoto by Jura Pelerltln who wore straP>ess dresses lege and made her debut in the
Cunningham, Loring Cark. Banner Borer. No- of
pink tuI1*' matie in ballerina first Passavant Cotillion in 1949 In
President
Sadie
Captain John Cunningham. and :or Brown. a;.d Picket EIi!ot length and sprinkled with rhine- Chicago
Tire bridegroom is the son of Mrs
Lt. Almond Pierpont. In the sec- ’ Sm :h
Ladies Auxiliary offi stones Over their shoulders they
ond_ ..
row. ---------Secretary
, ..Addie Brown cers Include,
Chtplaln
Edna wore stoles of tulle and on their Richard S Foxwell of Camden and
Constance MacPhail Moore, Right Supporter Lena Rol heads, bands of a much deeper the late Mr. Foxwell. He Is a gradvice President Minnie SmJ ?. lins Lcff SupporterAgnesWt.bur. shade of plnk
118 of Phillips Academy Andover.
Marshall s Foxwell, of Camden and of Yale University ln June,
Clerk Milter. Rollins, and Ensign Sentry Ruth Rogers. Officer of the
Day Joan Cunningham.Officer
of and Boston' was hi® brother's best 1953, and reported for active duty
Leonard Pish
Other tiflhera In the incu s group i the Guard Nestor Brown. Color , tnan. Ushers were Robert Tullls. ln the Air Corps on November 15
not ir ’lie picture are, Albert Mac- Sergeant Hazel Rollins, and First
_.
.
. ..
,
. „
. „ .
Prwul. accountant, and the fol- and Second Color Bearers. Lena
MIRIAM REBEKAH LODGE WILL HONOR
iouing appointed offlrers: Chap- Richardson, Lecnu Pierpont and
lain Raymond Keating, Guard Vivian Whittier.
D.D.P. MRS. VIVIAN WHITTIER AND

Mr and Mrs Oeorge Cunning-!
Donations continue to come In to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Romsdelt ol
.
.......
tlle Lions C|ubs for the fund which Columbia Falls arc announcing the nun -f, 68 ....
North Ave.. New Ro1
'
engagement
of
their
daughter.
will pay for surgical treatment of
■ .:c..e. N Y announce th* enJackie Hupper
of Martinsville. Mias Winifred Marie Ramsdell to -ai,i inert of their daughter, Nancy
W Gregor Macfarlan son of Mis
Money which will take him from
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Thomaston and Rockport are band
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ed together in the project, which
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sity of Connecticut.
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Mr. Sweeuiara Is an alumnus of
entertainment
and
community ar.d is currently Home Demot.s'raRevere
High Schoo! and has grad
dance at the Rockiand Community tion Agent fcr the Maine Extenuated from Tufts College with a
Building the evening of Thursday -ion Service in Rock'ar.d.
BP Degrv in Psychology. He is
Jan. 21 for Jackie
Mr Macfarlan graduat’d from r..A swith the U.3. Army.
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may be made direct to William Kos thorne, N J , ar.d the University cl
land.
e
ter. president of the Rockland club. Mail!* cass of 1952 Whil at
No date has been set for the
Gerald Grant, lieutenant governor tending the University, hi was a
of the Lions, or to the presidents of m mber of the Sophomore Owl S
any of tile clubs Check* or cash ciety. the Senior Skull Socie'y and
may bv mailed to Miles Sawyer, Kappa Sigma FraMTt'.Fv He is a Ssrvice Notes
treasurer of tile Jackie Hupper memoer of the faculty of WestSgt. Lawrence C. Nystrom 18
Fund in Rockland.
1 brook Junior College
sen of John Nystrom is returning
Initial gifts to date are recorded
a summer wedding is planned
to the U.S. after aerving in Korea
below:
1 - — ------- ~
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with the 40th Infantry Division,
$100.73
cm
the
Donations to date
beautifully docorated cake Ny-:rcm served over ter. months
Economy Clothing
500 Him lunch was served
Assisting iu Korea as a squad leader In the
W H Glover Co.,
10 00 ;n serving were Miss Phyllis I j;; ivy Mort .r Company of the
W. C. Ladd & Sons
1000 Swears. Miss Trudle WilSams. |
Infantry Regiment He holds
People’s Laundry
5 00 Miss Julia Mun ter ar.d Mrs. Mary Hi Comai: Infantryman Badge
Carroll Cut Rate
2.00 Clapp.
and the Korear and UN Service
Clarence Joy
3 00
Tiie night nurses. Mr s And: i Ribbors.
A Frier.d
200 gicphins and Mrs Nellie O'.t .
1.00 deserve much credit for the high
Fred A. Trafton
R.chard W. Brewster, son of Mr.
5 00 morale at the sanatorium
Th y ar.d Mrs Roy Brew rer of Camden
M P Sturgis
------ were not only helpful but nude street, Rockiand, is undergoing
$113 ft filings as homelike as possible basic training at Fort Dix, N J.
Even in a hospital peop’.s can be He is assigned at Company A. of
happy if they try I
the 47th Regiment, Ninth Infantry
Happy Birthday
Present at the party were the Division.
following, patleirfs: Olive Long. I
....
Party Given To
Harrlstte Libby, Harrlclte Ludwig, j Participa'ir.g ln the Navy's wlnJulla Munster. Elsie Warren. Piiyl- ter training maneuvers "Operation
Mrs. Olive Long
lis £wear«. Adeline Collins. Chris- Sprlngl- ard” last month aboard
Editor of Tile Courier-Gazette:— ] Mire Prescott, Freda P’tter, Ruth the derrroyer US3 Samuel B RobMrs. Olive Long of Bangor, for Robbtns. Gertrude Williams. Mary efts was Chester A. Emery. Jr.,
merly of Rockland, and Vlnalha- ciapp, Clara Solotnan. Alice Wei- bo.i.Brain's mate seaman. USN.
veiw a patient at the Hardy Build- ungton and Betty Bcnucsge
1 8011 of Mj and Mrs Chester A
in? of the Central Maine Sanatori
Emery of Th-rmpson street, RockHarriet te Ludwig
um, celebrated her birthday Jan.
| land.
5. She was happily entertained
Wa?eT R Willey, whose
through tnil-af;ernoor. bv het CUSHING
An open meeting of the Cushing parents Uve at 149 New County
hukbsnd ard mother of Bangor.
and ln the evening she was given Town Club will tje held Monday Read. Rockland, is serving with X
an enjoyable time by lier “san” Jan- 11 at 730 p m- al f3le Cush- Corps in Korea
A graduate of
pals. Oames of many torts were
Central School. A scotch sue- Rockland High School. Willey enplayed for prizes and the gues't tf°h will be held Final arrange- tered tiie Army last May. He is a
were er.ter'aincd by Herman Rob- meut* will be made for a children s
,Ie lineman in the 4th Signal
bins, v.-ho Is a real comedian
entertainment, scheduled to be held Battalion's Company C.
After games there was clowning hi February.
Some men keep their property in
by some of the patier.’s. and of
----------------course. Herman. Then the birth- ' For social items in The Courier • their wife's name—and others keep
tf . their religion the same way.
day song was sung and the hostess Gazette. Phone 1044. City
I----

ASK FOR MODEL 740 WITH EXCLUSIVE

you're at the movies’ Monte teolitotf
Emerson * exclusive Dynapower Chassis and Cioevi*ww» Screen^
you depth, tontrau and briUiaiK*

LIEUT. RICHARD FOXWELL OF CAMDEN
AND MISS JOAN PETERKIN, CHICAGO,
WED IN BRILLIANT CHURCH CEREMONY

Fund In County

Social Matters

-A..

Poga Satan

125 MAIN ST.
TEX. 151
THOMASTON
121-B-tf

NOT AT 9.95 or 7.95 or 6.95-BUT

$4.95 pair
LESS THAN HALF-PRICE
COME IN AND LOOK THEM OVER

McLAIN SHOE STORE
-At THE WALK-OVER SIGN”
432 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
4-lt
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1 HE MAKES LENDING A
FRIENDLY BUSINESS
This is the friendly YES MANgger of the local
Finance Company. He believes that no
one should borrow unnecessarily. But when a
loan is to a person’s advantage, be provides folks
MILES ■ SAWYFB ^ere w^h needed cash promptly.
He makes borrowing a simple, friendly trans
action. He makes loans to employed men and women, married or
single. He arranges convenient monthly payments.
If you decide that a loan is to your advantage, come to see
YES MANager today.
Loons $25 to $2500 on Signature, Furniture or Auto

J

cosi^AwrJy rttAt urn to

sat rn»

te^onat finance ca

FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDO.
2nd FI., 35A MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
PhWMt U33 • Miles B. Smyer, YEA MAftefer
SimII Im> Pol,i. lk.«, So. ]]
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Gladys 8. Heistad

A note from Phil Wentworth gifts at the Manger by the chil
tells uz>—"It has been a quiet fall dren. In this service several o'd
but things are starting to nick up. and traditional carols were sung

I'm singing in church every Sun
day. doing substitute work, and
rve started rehearsals on Elie &igmeister’s and Lewis Allan's new
folk opera which will have its
premiere at the YJUB.A. on Feb
24. I have a principal role 90 it
should be fun working in it. The
opera is somewhat similar to Kurt
Weill's 'Down in the Valley.’ Very
lovely music. It's to be done with
orchestra and chorus—too. an add
ed pleasure."
It was my pleasure to be ln x
group for whom Donald Mere am
showed the beautiful pictures
(colored stills) of his trip through
California last summer. Den has
the faculty of presenting an intereating description as he shows nlctures which always add to the en
joyment of the occasion. It was ol
partic.lar interest to hear him tell
about San Francisco and Its fa
mous Nob Hill, the missions, and
San Diego with which he was en
chanted as nearly everyone ls who
visits this city whose climate is
and to be the most ideal in the
entire United States. While ln
San Diego Don attended a per
formance by the San Diego Sym
phony which was conducted by
Robert Shaw the famous director
of the Robert Shaw Chorale. For
this particular concert Beethoven's
Miss Solemms in D, Opus 123. was
presented, with soprano, contralto,
tenor and bass-baritone, the San
Diego Symphony Cactus and the
Roger Wagner Chorale of Los An
geles. Don also saw "Madame
Butterfly” giver, by the Fujiwara
Opera Company of Japan which
was a fascinating experience.

—ln fact, this service of Lessons
and Carols ls framed on ancient
precedent and has been used in
similar form as a Christmas Servioe at King's College. Cambridge.
England. The Six Lessons used to
this service were read In order by
those who minister in the Church,
trom Chorister to Rector
D.c's
as a Choir Man, read the Third
Liston, St. Luke 1:26-23 and 38
and St. Matthew 1:18-23. ths
evangelism telling of Christ's Eoly
Birth.
On Christmas Eve carols were
sung at 1030 o’clock, and the mid
night mass began at 11 o'clock
In the service on Christmas Day
Dick
song
“Jesu
Bambino’’
iPietro Yon).
• • • •
A friend ln Terre Haute. Ind,
writes of the music she is hearing
this season and lt literal y make:one’s mouth water, lt sounds sc
fine. She writes: ‘‘We manage
to hear quite a bit of good music—
we go over to the University of In
diana Aud torlum Series—Bloom
ington ls about 60 miles from here
—a good road which takes u
about 114 hours. We have heard
thus far this season Jennie Tourel
and Richard Tucker (not in the
same concert). We will hear Artm
Rubinstein, the Minneapolis Sym
phony. Isaac Stern and the In
dlanapolls Symphony.
We will
also see the Agnes deMille Dane”
Theatre and the Metropolitan
Opera always gives us two per
formances when they are on tour.'

, to be a 100,* he recently told his
old friend, Carleton Smith, Direc
tor of the National Arts Founda
tion, "But." he added "since those
j whom the 'gods love die young.’

ltdoy-T

Rocklond Courler-Ga»tte, Saturday, January ?, 1954

THE DECLINE OF BOSTON'S FISH
CATCH FOR 1953 WAS NOT
REFLECTED IN ROCKLAND BUSINESS

STEAMBOAT YARNS

living so long does not speak very
! well for my reputation!” Sibelius
Is certain that St. Peter will keep;
him waiting long before admit-'
ting him to heaven. And when
Dr. Smith suggested they would
want him to write music, Sibelius
replied: "Oh, no! My music will
never be popular ln heaven—it tl
too modern;" He said he was often
in fantasy in America, especially I
when smoking the cigars friends
sent him. “Cigars are very real,”
he said, “and I like all formats
A note 1s added: Music lover* mav
send the great composer good
Havanas which are rot available
in F nland.
Address: "Sibelius.
F.nland.
Two of the New York concerts
scheduled for this month have
special interest — Luboshutz and
Nemenoff in Carnegie Hall on Jan.
8. their only New York recital tht*
season. And Ruth Slenczynska. ln
Town Hall on Jan. 10—Ruth was
he child prodigy, you will re
member, and after a few seasons
in thi- country completely dropped
cut cf sight—lt ls assumed these
lapsed years were devoted to study
or merely to growing up. Anyway
she is back. She appeared in Bos
ton last season—fairly good re
views, but nothing a'artllrg. it
Win be Interesting to see what the
New York critics have to say. I
rote that she is spelling her name
slightly different than of yore—
ending it new in an "a" instead of
the former “1.”
She has recently completed her
rst recordings for RCA Victor.
The recital on Jan. 10 will be her
only New York appearance, and ln
March she will depart for a series
of engagements in Europe. Her
1954 schedules also include some
53 tour appearances with the Bos
ton Pops Orchestra, conducted by
Arthur Fiedler.
I learn that Wendell Hodgkin?

The Railroad Hour on Monday Jr., of Winthrop, Mass., the son

of Ships and Men

Boston fishermen caught an es pass such legislation have been
timated 20.000.000 pounds less fish blocked.
in 1953 than In 1962
Echo sounders and electronic
The sharpness of the drop esti devices recently developed tor de
mated by the United States De tecting the size and whereabouts
partment of Interior Fish and of schools of fish are still too ex
Wildlife service surprised even pensive tor individual fishing
fishermen who had complained all boats, Mr Rice said.
■* ■
, >•
year of smaller catches
Because of the decline ln the
It represents a decline ln volume number of fish, Mr. Rice sees no
of 12 per cent from 173,100.000 danger of a repeat of the "dump
pounds ln 1953 to an estimated ing" of foreign frozen fillet* on
151.800.000 pounds this past year t’je market which drove the price
The approximate value of the 1953 so low ln early 1966 that New
catch is J12.000.000, some $2,300,000 England fishermen feared exless than In 1952.
i tlnction.
Industry spokesmen say much | At that time a combination of
of the decline ls accounted for an unusual amount of foreign fish
in the fewer number of fishing, in American freezers and further
trips made from Boston during imports from Canada combined
the year.
when released at once to the marThe Fish and Wildlife Service ket to break the price,
said that a comparison of the first
This year, Mr. Rice said, neither
11 months of 1952 and 1953 shows Norway, Iceland, nor
have
there were 175 less offshore trips, great supplies of fish to export,
and 444 fewer Inshore trips.
Also there are less frozen fillets
Each offshore trip not made held in American freezers this
mean* a loss of about 50.0001 -ear, Bostor freezer*, tor example
pounds of fish.
Smaller vessels ' have 1.000.000 pounds less than In
work inshore.
1 December. 1936.
R. Loren Graham, unquestionably the ace marlnr photographer of this generation and a man with a
At least eight trawlers were lost j Among
Individual
species,
perfectly amazing knowledge of steam propelled vessels of this and happier days, sends In the above photo
which be fails to identify, though he admits It looks hauntingly familiar. The Steamboat Editor will wel to the Boston fleet in 1953 for catches of haddock scrod, Boston's
various rea,-.ons, some transferring mainstay, dropped the moot—more
come suggestions, and he thinks he knows the craft.
to Maine ports and others sunk than n,000,000 pounds.
Bad weather and mechanical cifflwas suggested that the larger
cultles halted an undetermined net mesh sizes now ln use to allow
number of excursions, spokesmen young fish to escape were letting
He was one of the men who keeper and you"! always find his said
Whoever attempts to record the
the smaller scrod go free also. But
Another main factor In the de- since the net regulations has been
full story of Ned Kesscll's sea go- were appointed to bring the steam- cot,age spic and span.
er "Mlrimar" (afterward named
Ned is a confirmed bachelor .
cline was that fish Just didn’t ln effect only since September.
irxg career will have a big Job on
seem to be around to be caught. Mr. Rice did not believe It bad any
the “AV. S. White) from the Hud his sweetheart is the sea
his hands but Ned has been too son River In New York after she
Thomas D. Rioe, executive direc effect.
Sidney L. Winslow,
long neglected in these chronicles was pur.ch-used by the RocklandVinal Haven's Historian tor of the Massachusetts Fisheries
Declines in the other main
of steamboat history. He ls the Vlnalhaven Steamboat Co.
Association, said the difficulty ir species at Boston were Whiting
outstanding living veteran of Pe
He Keeps Old Friendships Green finding fish emphasizes the need and mackerel
almost
1,000,000
The writer asked Ned to relate
nobscot Bay coastal traffic, having
The Courier-Gazette's Steamboat for more government research into pounds each, ocean perch almost
some
of
the
most
harrowing
ad

been in this service almost con
Editor places Ned Kessell high in their habits.
2,000,000, large cod 1500.000 the
ventures he had undergone during
tinuously since the year 1911 when
his list of "first friends.” Ned was
Only one federal experimental smaller market cod 3500300 and
his steamboat career, but he said
Capt. Oscar Lawry was skipper
a veteran with the Vinal Haven & trawler Is doing research in New pollock almost 1,000.000 pounds.
and the steamer “Sebenoa" was he'd never had any that were very Roekiand
Steamboat
Company England waters. Mr. Rice said, | Catches of gray sole were up by
exciting
.
.
.
Now
what
do
you
substituting for the "Vinal Haven”
when this writer was first on the and lack of appropriated funds more than 1,000.000 pounds, and
that was then undergoing repairs. think of a fellow like that? rm company pay roll.
from Congress hamper it so that haddock. 3,000300 pounds.
The steamboats of the Vinalhaver very sure that I would consider the
He took instant compassion on not much is accomplished.
following would be of sufficient
& Rockland Company made the
More money must be devoted to Ruptured Men
the green stripling, (believe it or
trip to Stonington and Swan's moment to cause a little bit of not. weighing 122 pounds, and research, he said, and suggested
uneasiness, wouldn’t you? .........
Get $3.50 Gift
Island in those days as well as to
wobbly pounds at thati, who un as a logic?! source of funds reve- i
From The Courier-Gazette. Feb dertook to do a man's Job. with nue derived from tariffs on the ,
Vinalhaven
On Ned's first trip
For Trying Thk
the greater part of the cargo was ruary 1934 comes this item:
j about half a man's weight and foreign fillet imports. This money '
"On Tuesday Feb. 20, 1934. dur j power. It was Ned and big. hand- —about J11,000,000 annually—now i
made up of fish drums.
Kansas City. Mo._Here 1* an
Ned has crossed the Penobscc ing one of the worst snowstorms : some Ray Knowlton, both deck- goes to the Department of Agricul improved means of holding rupture
that has benefitted thousand* of
Bay more times than any other of the yesr, there was considerate ing on the Gov. Bodwell at the ture, he said.
Massachusetts Senators John F ruptured men and women ln the
wjj0
Up
s[ack in the
living man and is one of Father uneasiness among the populace j
last year.
Neptune’s closest friends anti in concerning the safety of Str. North j hook-line when the huge fish Kennedy iDi and Leverett Salton- ,
timately acquainted with even Haven. She had left Rockland for drums had to come up that slip-staI1 |R)hav« a bill before aSenInconspicuous, without leg straps,
Allate committee to bring the
tax elastic belts, body encircling springs
wave and wavelet between Vlnal Vlnalhaven but wascarried sea- pery ->lank at dead low water.
haven. Swan's Island and Rock ward by drift Ice. She was c.fared i trie crews on both Gov Bodwell money to the fishing industry for or harsh pads, it has caused many
Previous attempt* to to say, “I don’t see how lt holds so
land. He has acted in the capa ajur .some difficulty
and returned , a,m Vinal Haven, were good and research.
■............................
—- - — easy. I would not have believed,
city of deck hand, mate, cook to Rockland."
generous friends during all my
had I not tried it.”
and
physical
discomfort
that
both

purser, in fact all departments of
Such adventures are every day j-ggs writlr the company and many.
the steamers' personnel, excepting occurrences with the sea going folk ,jke Capt. Ross Kent, the pair pro ered us not at all.
captain, on the following steam but they give landlubbers the Jit viously named and a hatfull of
ers, 'Sebenoa" was the flrsrt. and ters
others have ever remained close intervals when I board his boat receive a J350 special truss as a
m Portland, Knowlton lives in present for your report.
When not on duty Ned spends friends.
from then to the final day of
sieambeatirg are listed the fol the greater part of his time in
This Ned Ke-seil though, is in Camden and we get together semiWrite for descriptive circular.
lowing: Sebenoa. Gov. Bodwell his cozy little bungalow on a hill a class by himself, somehow per oocaslonally. but Ned has always
’s free. Just address Physician's
Vinal Haven. Island Belle.” W O top near the steamboat landing sonifying those rough and callous kept the friendship green, God It
Appliance Company, 6429 Koch
Butman, Celeste D, Mary A and from where there is an excel days of our youth, crude grub but Bless his loyal soul,
Bldg, 2936 Main, Kansas City 8.
John M. Richardson.
Missouri.
lent sea view. He is a fine house- plenty of it, endless working hours
North Haven and W S White.
John M. Richardson

Graham Can’t Name This Craft—Can You?

Ned Kessell, Father Neptune’s Protege

nig,,.s 8 o c.cck, pver the NBC of a former Rcckland boy, entered
Network will present: Jan. 4: "The he U. 3. Army on Dec. 4 for twe
Vagabond King” with Lucille Nor years. You will remember that
man and Jane Stuart Smith; Jan
Richard Giles stopped in to
ome time back I told you abou
me for a little visit on a recent 11: "The Gypsy Baron" with Min ! he musical activities Wendell Jr
afternoon and ln our talk I Benzel; Jan. 18: “The Girl From was engaged in—church organist
learned that he has been singing Utah” with Ann Ayars, and Jar lccompanisi. for hts college glee
in The Church of the Redeeme’, 25: “Music in the Air” with Mim- clubs and so on. Many of ou
Chestnut Hill. (Mass.i of which Benzell.
oung male musicians are havin
Incidentally the permanent cas their careers interrupted to serv
the Rev. John T. Golding is the
Rector. Dick has beer, studying of the Ralllroad Hour is a cron in the armed forces, yet I note
some with Rand Smith, but Is i section of big and little .America many of them are returning tt
leaving Boston shortly to go to Gordon MacRae, star of the show, heir profession of music and win
New York where he lias already was born in East Orange, N. J. nlng acclaim. Let us hope this wil'
established some contacts which Carmen Dragon, leader of the or be the case with Wendell, Jr. whe
should prove valuable. He like chestra, first saw the light of day Is definitely gifted and versatile
many others feels that New York at Antioch, Cal f. Norman Luboff.
offers more ln the musical field whose chorus provides vocal sup
In the conceit tendered Henry
Discussing Boston music, Dick port for the Railroad Hour, is a Hadley, founder of the Nations’
told me how deeply impressed he native son of the nation's second Asscciatiion for American Com
was with the presentation of “The argest city, Chicago. Announcer posers and Conductors, the novelty
Messiah” by the Handel and Marvin Miller was born and grew I of the program was Carlos SalHaydn Society in Symphony Hall, up surrounded by railroads, for he ; zedo’s Suite for Eight Dances for
with Dr. Thompson Stone conduct is a native of St. Louis. The twe ' Harp, played by the composer. Aling. There was a chorus of 3OC writers who prepare the scripts though Individual numbers prevlvoices, and of the soloists (John come originally from two Ohio towns ously have been heard, lt was the
McCollum, tenor, Andrew Whi'e that vary vastly in size—Jerome first performance in New York for
bass, Ruth Diehrl, soprano, and Lawrence is from Cleveland and the suite as a whole. The review
Lillian Chocasian. contralto) he Robert E. Lee claims Elyria as his said in part: “Mr. Salzedo's dances
was deeply stirred by the superb birthplace. Murray Bolen, direc are pleasant effective for the
voice of the tenor. He also told tor of the show, is a native sen instrument. They are also brief
The and to the point. Profound utter
of an Interesting Boston recital ol West Concord, Minn.
by The Columban Fathers, pre blrthp’aoes of the feminine guest ance ls not sought for—the dances
senting Mlkiloe Gefnl, tenor, and artists also show an interesting are like the conversation of an
Nadine
Conner. amiable and well-bred man who is
Marilyn Meyer, pianist—this was cross-section.
given ln Symphony Hall and lt was Metrcpoli'an Opera soprano, was exerting himself to be cordial
their premiere Boston appearance born In Compton. Calif, and Doro rather than to enunciate timeless
Asking him about Arlene King, thy Warenskjold, a general favo truths. And whv not? Does every
the attractive young pianist who rite, is also a native of Callfor- thing have to be profound? Mr.
was his accompanist in the Round r/a-piedmont.
Lucille Norman Salzedo played the suite with a fa
Pond concert last summer, he told claims Lincoln. Neb, as her birth- cility not unexpected in one of the
me that she ls attending the Bos p'ace; Virginia Haskins was burn greatest living harpists, and was
ton Conservatory where she is in Centralia, Ill, and Corls Day
cordially reoeived by the audience.”
studying piano with William Cincinnati, Ohio. Dorethy KlrsWINTER IN BAYSIDE
Churchill and m king excellent en a a baby, was a close neighbor
(a poem in prose)
of Gordon Ma; Rae. for she was
progress.
The summer folks have gone
born ln Montclair, N. J, Patrice
—the long weary summer
Dick brought me the program Munsal ls a native of Spokane. away
months are at last over. Bayside
of services at the Church of the Wash. New Yor k clajms two— once again takes on her peaceful
Redeemer for ChrsLmas-tlde. They Elaine Malbin and Rise Stevens.
nd heavenly pursuits with no
summer complain's to bother us.
began on Dec. 20 with the Manger
On Dec. 8 Jean Sibelius celebrat and no discontented souls to wan
flervioe with oarols and lessens
der back to dear old Bayside, come
and the presentation of Christmas ed his 88th birthday. “I shall live spring.
We native Bayside folk are for
ever here for we love our homes by
the Penobscot that others love in
summer alone, but ours to enjoy
throughout the year.
The trees with their full grace
luring the summer, now appear to
have lest their glamour, even
‘licugh when they shed the‘r foli
age, by nature's magic, they lay
a ~arpet of leaves, a given promise
that these trees will bloom for
taose who wander here again in
J me, summer folk and natives
alike, for that is nature’s way.

See America’s Most Exciting New Car Today
The Completely New

Star Chief Pontiac!
World's Pinas* Union
ot Luxury and Low Coa*

Here is the real news Behind Pontiac’s
completely new Star Chief line—and

the real reason why it is so important
that you see and drive tide magnifi
cent car agon. At a cost juat above the

lowest, vou can now acquire the big

gest and most powerful Pontiac ever

built. \nd with this dramatic
size and performance eoroes

distinction of contour and inte
rior richness that make the
Star Chief the peer of any car

for beauty. Come in and drive
it

*25 to *1200
Life Insurance at ne

ott tfowi MMte. otltf

additional cost.

Ol OTHER HANS

shopping or any other worth

Spread repayment over
month*. You choose how
many from a number of

while purpose.

convenient plans.

Gat money for all your ex
panses... clothing, year-end

FMON1 • WRIT!

RIVER
My river's strong, embracing arm
Enfolds me so protectlngly,
When night descends. I see no
harm
In otoz or. with t’fe. Its lee
Provides the cue for my
Continuance, and for my
Survival as a man. The stars
re on its boistrous tide, so deep,
R?fl:cted. Surface tension Jars
One’s spem ation. wide and eteep:
Indeed there lies the plumb of
thought
Which knews no depth and thus
fears naught
Fxrept it be eternal night—
Perhaps Man’# destiny—and blight.

COME IN

359 Main Street, 2nd Floor

Thomaston

finest

ZiiBlICLOAN
Phone: 1720

Don t gamble
w _

u»jfb fire —

thr cdd«i

nrrnnrn..,

zn.

•

plentiful

that

proof

union of luxury

and

low cost.

IOOK AT PONTIAC’S SCORE FOR

DUAL-RANDI HTDRA-MATK MIVE'

and
more powerful engines vet new standardfor thiriftv performance. Extra-eeononii
oal Cruising or quick traffic response is
vours at a hngrr-Aick. •OwisnW <■> e«ra

?OWB CONTROLS - power
steering, power brakes, electric window
lifts, Comfort-Control driver's seal and
Daal-Range Hvdra Malic arc optional
equipment fr<
at extra met.
COMHITt

THI RONTIAC CHIEFTAIN, General Motors
lowest priced ei-ht, is even mightier
and more beautiful for 1951 — far and
away the finest ear ever offered in
Pontiac's low price range.

1954

• Blggast FonHo« Ivor Built—314 Inches Long
e Magnificent New Reewty, InsMe an4 Oat
e New CuMem-Styled Interlace Hew Csleri

e Mast Powerful Pentlec Ever Both
• New Readability an4 Driving Ense

e Increased Crass-Ceuntry

|

OaUar /or *aftor
ea***

«

Pontiac

Peter Cameron

Above Leighton* Jewelry Store

for

Pontiac represents the world's

^Shopping

Expenses

\ ''

C. W. HOPKINS & SON, Inc.
712 MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 1000-W
—w.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

